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CHANCELLOR 	 cc Mrs Lomax  --- 
Miss O'Mara 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

Three overnight thoughts on the section on Big Bang. 

Jobs  

Perhaps we could make a bit more of the increase in jobs 

in the financial sector4ither we could gloss it by 

saying something like "so much for those who regard the 

financial sector as, at best, an optional extra in the 

economy." Or, better, we could try to find an 

interesting comparison with other sectors over a 7 year 

period. I shall pursue the latter during the morning. 

Wider share ownership 

Could we work in a point on short-termism? "The 1100 and 

more companies who have introduced employee share schemes 

since 1979 have recognised the long-term benefits of 

giving their employees a financial stake in the success 

of the company. The same applies to companies who have 

given their key executives 1984 share option schemes." 

Stamp Duty 

Big Bang will trigger the further cut in Stamp Duty. I 

realise this is not an entirely happy memory for all 

concerned. But it may merit a mention perhaps towards 

the top of page 2 of the present draft. "The Government 

has had to move swiftly too. The further reduction in 

tS/IA,0 
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Stamp Duty from 27 October will reduce one barrier to 

competition And constructing a credible regulatory 

framework ... 

A P HUDSON 
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• • Further to my minute of yesterday, I attach the first four pages of 

the section on the economy, which were not circulated before 

today's announcement. 

Att 
A P HUDSON 
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THE ECONOMY 

In surveying economic developments over the past 

year and the prospects for the future, it is not 

difficult to pick out the most important single 

event. 

When we met last year, the world oil price stood at 

just under $30 a barrel. By January, it had fallen 

to $22, and in July to below $10, before coming back 

to round about the present figure of $14-15. 

Monetary Policy and the Exchange Rate 

This has, of course been a key part of the 

background against which we have been operating 

monetary policy. 

On this occasion, last year, I set out our financial 

strategy in the clearest terms. The Government was 

determined to reduce inflation further. There was 

only one way. By continuously monitoring the 

indicators of monetary conditions, and ensuring 

that they were consistent with continued lower 

inflation. If one indicator deteriorated, we would 

require convincing evidence from the others before 

concluding that this was acceptable. 



We have done exactly that. And done it against an 

exceedingly difficult world background, with 

periods of great turbulence. 

Last year I pointed to the Plaza accord to 

facilitate a fall in the dollar. And the dollar has 

indeed fallen. By over 20 per cent against all 

currencies. Against the mark it is down by 43 per 

cent and against the yen by 54 per cent. Looked at 

over the year, the smoothness of the adjustment has 

been remarkable. But such changes cannot take place 

without some upheaval and times of intense 

speculation in financial markets. 

This time last year I did not know that oil prices 

were going to fall by half, with profound effects 

both on output and financial balances throughout the 

world. 

You will not therefore be surprised to hear that the 

pursuit of a constant policy has not been easy. At 

times we have had to move a little here and there 

with the storm. But we have never lost sight of our 

great purpose. And we have refused to be buffetted 

by every small wind [reference to January 1986]. 

Throughout we have been guided by our strategy, and 

guided by it we shall continue to be. 



So we did not rush to make a change in interest 

rates in the supercharged atmosphere of the last 

four weeks [before and after the Washington 

meetings]. Even though it was clear to us as well 

as the markets that some change would be needed. 

The excessive expectations and exaggerated comment 

which were being generated could have led to 

excessively high interest rates. Instead we waited 

for a period of calm. And then acted in line with 

the needs of our strategy. 

My judgement is this. Public borrowing, as today's 

figures show, is on track. Monetary conditions had 

however eased. 

A lot is said about broad money and credit, but this 

was not on its own a matter of serious concern. 

[The growth of broad money has not accelerated over 

the last few months. But more importantly] 

Financial liberalisation and changing habits have 

made these measures too difficult to read for the 

time being. 

The problem was that more reliable indicators such 

as MO and the exchange rate pointed to some 

countervailing adjustment in interest rates. 

It was of course inevitable - and right - that 

sterling should fall following the halving in the 

3 



oil price. But sterling's decline had gone beyond 

the point where oil seemed to be the only factor at 

work. And in the light of this it was desirable to 

seek to bring the growth of MO, which is still in 

its target range, back towards the centre. 

I judge that interest rates of 11 per cent at the 

short end, a margin of [7 per cent] over dollar 

rates, and up to 8 per cent in real terms are quite 

sufficient given the prospects. 

And the prospects are good. When I speak to you 

next year, though I expect we shall have seen more 

turbulence, we shall also have seen further 

successes. 	I shall be looking forward to even 

greater success in 1988. 	We shall then have had 

7 years of economic growth. Inflation will be at 

1950s and 1960s levels. And we shall be that much 

closer to the complete elimination of inflation 

which is the ultimate objective of current policies. 

I shall stick to present policies in the future as 

in the past. And I shall do so because they 

succeed. 

World Economy 

Turning from the details of monetary policy and the 

exchange rate to the world economy more generally, I 

4 
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• 
SIR T BURNS 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH ON ECONOMIC PROSPECTS 

I thought that it would be worth letting you have some comments 

from Stephen Davies and me on the Domestic economy  section of the 

draft Mansion House Speech before the Chancellor's meeting at 

5.30 pm (which I am to attend). 

In general we think that this draft gives away - if that is 

the right terminology - too much of the forecast that will be 

published in the Autumn Statement. 

In particular I suggest 

that 	we 	delete - or 	at 	least scale down 

drastically - the paragraph on inflation next year; 

this goes into far too much detail before there has 

been a decision on how to present the inflation 

forecast in the autumn statement (eg what the Autumn 

Statement will say about the mortgage rate, the 

prospects for which might be clearer by then): 

that we either delete the paragraph on the scaling  down 

of oil revenues  or make it quite clear, which the 

present text does not, that the Chancellor is 

discussing what was considered to be the prospective 

loss at budget time; our latest view is that in 1986-87 

the loss of oil revenues is somewhat greater (because 

of lower than expected average oil prices) whereas 

non-oil revenues ka little more buoyant than expected at 

budget time, and we will need to present this minor 

change to the prospects for government revenues very 

carefully in the Autumn Statement; 



and (iii) that at this stage we refrain from giving the 

impression that we are providing a forecast that the 

growth in domestic demand will continue at the present 

rate; the paragraph (on P.8) that contains the 

proposition could be redrafted to make it absolutely 

clear that it is about trends in the very short term. 

p Nd 
P N SEDGWICK 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

My Lord Mayor, Mr Chancellor, My Lords, Aldermen, Mr Recorder, 

Sheriffs, Ladies and Gentlemen 

Sir Nicholas, in proposing the toast, has once again given us a 

most eloquent and impressive speech. 	The Bankers and Merchants 

of the City are enjoying ever-closer relations with the Stock 

Exchange; and as they gather on the eve of the Big Bang, which is 

to transform so much of the City and its way of doing business, it 

is only fitting that they should hear so important a contribution 

from Sir Nicholas. 	He has presided with great dignity and skill 

over this often very difficult period of transition. 	The 

achievement of the old and new members of the Stock Exchange is in 

many senses a collective one; but even so I doubt that we could 

have have come so far or achieved so much without his inspiring 

leadership. 	Consummation of the proposed merger between the 

Stock Exchange and ISRO will, if I may say so, represent a fitting 

culmination to these years of achievement. 

1 	This is an occasion for looking backwards with the outgoing 

Lord Mayor as well as looking forwards, as to varying degrees the 

financial markets always do. 	As the Big Bang approaches our 

forward agenda is more than usually full; and I shall turn in a 
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moment to some of the competitive and regulatory issues that we 

still face. 	But the past 12 months have been eventful too. 
	I 

spoke here last year fresh from the Plaza meeting at which the 

Governments and Central Banks of the Group of 5 countries 

undertook to concert their efforts to bring about a substantial 

realignment of the dollar's exchange rates. 	I doubt whether any 

of us present at that meeting expected to see, over the following 

12 months, a further 20% fall in the dollar combined with the 

simultaneous decline in dollar interest rates: this was, in last 

year's language, a soft landing indeed. 	It was made possible by 

the disinflationary impulse of a halving of oil prices in dollar 

terms. 

2 	What the fall in the oil price has not done, contrary to some 

expectations, is to prompt a sudden burst of non-inflationary 

growth - the counterpart of the stagflation which followed the oil 

price rises in the 1970s. 	The fact is that all such shocks are 

initially deflationary - not only because losers adjust more 

quickly than gainers, but also as a result of the uncertainties 

that they breed, not least among financial intermediaries. 

Nonetheless the oil consumers of the world have benefitted from an 

increase in real income which will stimulate their demand for 

other goods, and we are now beginning to see this in the major 

industrial economies. 

3 	In the United Kingdom, a central question has been the 

exchange rate. With lower oil prices we needed the prospect of an 

improving non-oil trade balance; but our competitive position had 

been eroded by past failure to contain cost increases. 	Thanks to 
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lower oil prices, the exchange rate change needed to effect the 

current account adjustment need not add to the risk of renewed 

inflation. 	But in the short term, 

further than is necessary to offset 

sterling has in fact declined 

the impact of lower oil prices 

on the current account, and beyond the point at which the dangers 

of renewed inflation can be ignored. 	This is not to say that 

renewed inflation is unavoidable. 	Much depends on wages. 	Our 

productivity performance to date comes nowhere near to warranting 

the 4-5% annual growth in real income implied by the recent gap 

between overall earnings growth and retail price inflation. 	Room 

does exist for some rise in living standards but, as we have 

recently seen, too rapid a rise in consumption can all too easily 

be translated into a burgeoning trade deficit. Part of the 

solution must be a sharp reduction in the general level of pay 

settlements. 	Recent indications offer some hope, but settlements 

averaging 5 1/2% are no lower than in 1983 when inflation was 

nearly 5%, or twice its present level. 

4 Monetary policy cannot directly improve labour cost 

performance; nor, more generally, can it bring about the 

improvements in industrial innovation and efficiency which are 

needed to take advantage of the substantial opportunities now 

available to British producers in world markets. The role of 

monetary policy is progressively to squeeze out inflation, and the 

major economic distortions to which it gives rise, as an essential 

precondition for any sustained expansion in activity and 

employment. That has been our consistent aim over many years, and 

we have had a considerable measure of success. We are determined 

to ensure that this monetary discipline is maintained. The 
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difficulties we are encountering in operating in turbulent markets 

and at a time of rapid financial change, will not be allowed to 

jeopardise that fundamental long-term objective. 

5 Our problems in pursuing monetary targetry in present 

conditions are not new, and, although currently more severe than 

elsewhere, they are by no means unique to this country. Monetary 

targets are being overshot in the United States and even in 

Germany and Japan. 

interest rates have 

real interest rates 

may be contributing 

In all of these countries, while nominal 

fallen, inflation has fallen faster, so that 

are higher than for some time. These changes 

$ el abnormally rapid growth in the demand for 

both narrow and broad money. 

6 In our own case, though MO is still within its target band, it 

has shown some recent acceleration and the broader monetary target 

aggregate, EM3, has been growing for much of the last year well 

above its 11-15% target range. One factor which has rendered the 

growth of EM3 more erratic than that of other aggregates is the 

process of financial change and in particular the sensitivity of 

EM3 to the ebb and flow of the competition between banks and 

building societies to mediate between depositors and home buyers. 

EM3 is related to bank intermediation. If this expands at the 

expense of other intermediaries money may grow without either 

total liquidity or total credit expanding as much. 	Even so, 

these other measure have been growing uncomfortably fast. 

7 	Together with trade and wage developments the perception that 

liquidity and credit were growing fast contributed to speculation 
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against sterling at a time of particular uncertainty about the 

outcome of meetings relating to interest rates abroad and oil 

prices. 	As in January we have refused to be rushed into hasty 

policy decisions by this period of market turbulence, and have 

acted to moderate the more erratic movements in both the domestic 

and foreign exchange markets. 	But it would be a great mistake to 

interpret this determination not to be swept off one's feet in the 

short run as a reluctance to take necessary policy action at the 

appropriate moment - as our action on Tuesday showed. 	Markets 

deliver important signals; but they also generate a degree of 

hubbub and it may take time to distinguish the true signal above 

the noise. 

8 My Lord Mayor, great changes in the city are due to be 

implemented next month: after three years of preparation the 

changes known as the Big Bang are about to be implemented. 	They 

mark the largest changes that have taken place in the City in the 

lifetimes of anyone present tonight, and represent a triumph of 

adaptability and vision on the part of the old and the new members 

of the Stock Exchange who have embraced the changes so 

positively. 

9 	These developments in the way in which business is done and in 

the membership rules of the Stock Exchange were of course quite 

deliberately intended to open up the market to competition. 

There is every sign that they have succeeded in releasing a great 

burst of energy and talent, not only in the Stock Exchange but in 

many other financial markets. 	All this is very healthy and 

welcome, but we need to keep in mind that competition brings risks 
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as well as benefits and can be a destructive as well as a 

constructive force. 	Regulation is being modified to accomodate 

and promote competition, and to ensure that markets are well 

conducted and investors reasonably protected. 	Of course, there 

may be losses, and it is possible that some of the participants in 

these highly competitive markets will eventually withdraw. 	No 

one should regard that as a failure. 	Moreover there are clear 

limits to the extent to which regulators can or should influence 

the conduct of business. 

10 Consequently it will be vital for all participants in markets 

to exercise a degree of restraint. 	Market-makers and 

broker-dealers will naturally strive to secure a market share 

which will support the capital committed to their business. But 

if this leads to excessive margin-cutting, they will store up 

trouble for themselves; and we could not regard with equanimity a 

situation in which market share was acquired aggressively through 

predatory pricing - in the longer run, this could work to 

undermine the competition that we have striven to introduce. 

Similarly, I should like to see institutional investors recognise 

their interest in being able to deal with a wide array of 

soundly-based intermediaries, and that they will exercise 

restraint on their use of their bargaining power. 	I hope also 

that we will continue to avoid levels of gearing in the corporate 

sector as a whole which, although sometimes acceptable in 

favourable market conditions, could prove to be seriously 

destabilising if markets become unfavourable. 
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My Lord Mayor, I too must now exercise restraint. 	
However brash 

and conglomerated the bankerS and merchants may become in this 

brave new world; however early the City's day may start and 

however short our lunch breaks may become; the traditional 

hospitality of the Mansion House will remain one of the essential 

parts of our year. 	May I thank you and the Lady Mayoress for so 

splendidly continuing the tradition tonight, and for all that you 

have done for the City during your period of office. 	Let us hope 

that when we come to reflecetipon the changes that have come to 

fruition during your term, we may see in them the beginning of a 

new efflorescence of the City as a leading world financial centre. 
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THE  MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

- IS 1% ENOUGH? 

1% on base rates represents the Chancellor trying to buy 
monetary stringency on the cheap. 

Pressure is likely to resume soon for even higher rates, 
unless the Chancellor is able to come up with a new policy 
initiative on Thursday. 1% is too little, too late. 

There are a number of measures the Chancellor could take to 
restore confidence, including restrictions on credit, a 
resumption of over-funding, or a move to Mbney GDP targets. 
But none seems likely. 

We expect the Mhnsion House speech to be "a snow job", with 
the Chancellor trying to stand on his action in raising 
rates, and arguing that the inflation, balance of payments, 
and growth prospects are not as bad as many outside 
forecasters suggest. 

The market's hopes for EMS entry will have received a 
dowsing from the increase in rates. This will not help 
reaction in the gilt market. 

ROGER BOOTLE 

14th OCTOBER 1986 



For the second time in a week the City is all agog to hear what the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer has to say in what is billed as a major speech. If the City 
was understanding of the need for a bit of political knockabout at the 
seaside, it has the right to expect something more substantial at the Mhnsion 
House. For the Government's monetary policy is in a mess and the financial 
markets are nervous and cynical. At long last, today the Chancellor has 
decided to act by forcing base rates up by 1%, thus apparently setting himself 
up for a tough speech on Thursday. But the markets are unlikely to regard this 
action, coming as it does just after a period of benign neglect during the 
Tory Party Conference, as either tough or decisive. In these circumstances the 
Chancellor's words will command at least as much attention as his action. 
Specifically, can he assure markets that 1% on interest rates is enough? 

The Background 
Last year's Mhnsion House speech, though full of the usual platitudes about 
the role of the City, the benefits of competition and the Government's 
achievements, was far from being a damp squib of a speech. This was the 
occasion when the Chancellor effectively suspended the £M1 13 target and 
announced the end of over-funding. So it is not inappropriate to expect 
something serious this Thursday. 

The Chancellor also tried to clarify the framework of monetary policy. And in 
many ways it was his very explicitness last year which makes his task more 
difficult this year. He said: 

"When, as now, signals from the various measures of money 
become difficult to interpret, the exchange rate inevitably 
assumes an increased weight in monetary policy decisions. It 
has a direct impact on the price level and on inflationary 
expectations. Sharp movements tend to coincide with changes in 
the markets' perception of monetary ease or stringency. Large 
swings in any case cannot be ignored. The present level of the 
exchange rate is close to the average level of the past two and 
half years." 

And: 

"If the performance of one indicator were to deteriorate we 
would need convincing evidence from the other indicators before 
concluding that this was acceptable." 

And again: 

"As I have said, we do not believe the recent behaviour of EME3 
gives cause for alarm. But should it at any time become 
desirable to tighten monetary conditions, that would be 
achieved - and let there be no doubt about this - by bringing 
about a rise in short-term interest rates." 

It is not going to be easy to square these statements with the current 
position. On its trade weighted index sterling is 16% lower than when Mi . . 
Lawson spoke at the Mansion House last year. Against the Deutschemark it has 
fallen by 25%. Since the Budget the pound has fallen by 11% and 16% 
respectively. Meanwhile £M3 at the latest count was growing at 18 1/4%, 
year-on-year, and no less than 22 1/2% over the last six months annualised. 

- 2 - 
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This easily surpasses the top of the 11-15% target range which surprised gilt 
operators by its generosity when announced in the Budget. And dear old little 
MO, although growing within its target range, has shown distinct signs of 
acceleration over the last few months. How can the Chancellor, with reference 
to the criteria he himself set out last year, argue that 1% on interest rates 
is enough? 

The Dangers of 1% 
The authorities have decided to try to buy the markets off cheaply with an 
increase in interest rates of only 1%. This will enable the Chancellor to 
claim in the Mansion House speech that he is prepared to take decisive action 
to maintain the anti-inflationary thrust of monetary policy. But it is 
unlikely to cut much ice. Indeed in many ways, 1% on base rates is about the 
worst thing the authorities could have done. It will have little effect on the 
problem of burgeoning credit growth, and will do little to offset the 
political, competitiveness, and oil-based worries besetting the pound. The 
market will feel that further increases are on the way. Meanwhile, the 
markets' hopes that Britain may be about to join the EMS will have taken 
something of a dowsing. In our view, therefore, the Chancellor has made a 
mistake by raising rates by 1%. 

There were three options: 

i. 	To face out the crisis and do nothing; 

To raise interest rates decisively (2% or more); 

iii. 	Join the EMS. 

Given that the Chancellor has opted for only 1%, he has the option of trying 
to back this up with further measures, or at least with words in Thursday's 
speech. What could he say to strengthen his case. 

A Possible Defence 
In last year's speech, one of the Chancellor's most significant phrases was: 

"The inflation rate is judge and jury." 

Although RPI inflation is currently picking up somewhat, he can try to argue 
that the recorded RPI rate has been below the underlying rate and that it is 
about to catch up, or even perhaps temporarily to overshoot it, while the 
underlying rate is little changed. To back this up he can point to the 
offsetting effects of lower oil and commodity prices against the effect of a 
lower pound. And there is a good deal in these arguments. Even with the lower 
pound, we do not see inflation moving much above 4% by the end of next year. 
But these arguments are wearing a bit thin. Whatever the ability to contain 
the upward movement of inflation next year, short of a major downward shift in 
wage inflation, (which we do not expect) the trend looks adverse, and any 
further sterling weakness would pose dangers of a major increase in 
inflation both next year and in 1988. And all chance of getting the downward 
shift in wage inflation would then be gone. 

The Chancellor can also point to the argument that sterling has needed to be a 
good deal lower to make up for the hole in the current account of the balance 
of payments left by lower oil revenues. And he can seek to confound the 

- 3 - 
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pessimistic forecasts of the now ageing Turks (a favourite pastime of his) by 
arguing that a lower pound will have a beneficial effect on international 
competitiveness and hence head off the looming balance of payments problems. 

Options for Modifying the Policy Framework 
The market is unlikely to receive well any attempts by the Chancellor at 
tinkering with targets. And he is unlikely to waste much effort in this 
direction. If he does do something the most likely candidate variable is 
Money GDP whch has been appearing with increasing prominence in policy 
statements over the years. But the Chancellor himself has admitted that having 
a figure for Money GDP does not obviate the need for operational guidelines 
for monetary policy. It would, therefore, be difficult to make much of an 
increase in the status of Money GDP. 

A definite option is to restore over-funding as a means of offsetting buoyant 
bank credit growth. On money-theoretical grounds this makes a good deal of 
sense, and the various practical objections which have been raised against 
over-funding have, in my view, been grossly overdone. (See our Economic 
Strategist, September 1986.) But the Chancellor chose to abandon over-funding 
in the Mansion House speech last year. It would hardly look good to 
reintroduce it in the Mansion House speech this year 

Another option is to do something directly about credit growth. The case looks 
strong. In the year to August bank lending to individuals for house purchase 
increased by nearly 26%. Nor was this increase at the obvious expense of the 
building societies, whose mortgage lending increased in the year to the 3rd 
quarter of 1986 by nearly 20% (as against 17 1/4% in calendar 1985). 

Moreover, other lending to individuals has been buoyant, up 18% on the year, 
and total consumer credit, (which includes some categories which appear in the 
banking figures) is up by over 40% in the year to August. 

There is little doubt that if the Chancellor were serious about regaining 
control of monetary conditions he could achieve the objective by a combination 
of restrictions on mortgage and perhaps other consumer lending, backed up, if 
necessary, by renewed over-funding. But the Chancellor will find this 
difficult. And not only for political reasons. Restrictions on credit are 
against his philosophy. Moreover, whatever the straightforwardly monetary 
worries and inflationary dangers posed by a lower exchange rate, there is 
little sign of the real economy over-heating. Our guess is that the Chancellor 
will forsake the chance to restrain credit growth. 

Conclusions 
We feel that the Chancellor's best option was to do nothing. Alternatively, 
decisive action earlier would have restored confidence. Having increased rates 
by 1%, we now feel that there is little chance of avoiding further increases, 
unless the Prime Minister can be persuaded to relent on her opposition to the 
EMS. 

40-66 Queen Victoria Street, London EC4P 4EL 

Telephone: 01-248 2244 	Telex: 888421/2 
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OIL REVENUES AND EXPORTS 

As a result of the fall in the oil price, from $27 a barrel at the 

end of last year to around $15 now, the contribution per quarter of 

North Sea oil to the current account has fallen by about 

21 billion, which is around 21 per cent of our exports of non-oil 

goods and services. 
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CHANCELLOR 

FROM: A ROSS GOOBEY 
DATE: 15 October 1986 

cc 	Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Cassell 
Mrs Lomax 
Mr Hudson 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

You may already have been satisfied in your search for a light-

hearted comment by the Gregorian calendar. 

2. 	If not, might I suggest the following: 

"This is the fourth time I have risen to speak on this 

occasion and I sense the passage of time, especially when 

I see the age of some of those young men who will be 

analysing my words tomorrow. It is no longer merely the 

case that the policemen are looking younger, but that the 

people who say that policemen are looking younger are 

themselves looking younger. The economic analysis in the 

City is now often in the hands of young men who were at 

primary school when monetary policy first rose to 

prominence". 

A/L) 

A ROSS GOOBEY 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

1 	This is an occasion for looking back with the outgoing Lord 

Mayor as well as looking forward, as to varying degrees the 

financial markets always do. 	As the Big Bang approaches our 

forward agenda is more than usually full; and I shall turn in a 

moment to some of the competitive and regulatory issues that we 

still face. 	But the past 12 months have been eventful too. 

spoke here last year fresh from the Plaza meeting at which the 

Governments and Central Hanks of the Group of 5 countries 

undertook to concert their efforts to bring about a substantial 

realignment of the dollar. 	I doubt whether any of us present at 

that meeting expected to see, over the following 12 months, a 

further 20% fall in the dollar combined with the simultaneous 

decline in dollar interest rates: this was, in last year's 

language, a soft landing indeed. 	It was made possible by the 

disinflationary impulse of a halving in dollar terms of oil 

prices. 

2 	What the fall in the oil prir_.e has not done, contrary tn some 

expectations, is to prompt a sudden burst of non-inflationary 

growth - the obverse of the stagflation which followed the oil 

price rises in the 1970s. 	The fact is that all such shocks are 

initially deflationary - not only because losers adjust more 

quickly than gainers, but also as a result of the uncertainties 

that they breed, not least among financial intermediaries. 

Nonetheless the oil consumers of the world have benefitted from an 

increase in real income which will stimulate their demand for 

other goods, and we are now seeing this in the major industrial 

economies. 

3 	In the United Kingdom, much attention has been focussed on 

the exchange rate. With lower oil prices we needed the prospect 

of an improving non-oil trade balance; but our competitive 
position had been eroded by past failure to contain cost 
increases. 	Thanks to lower oil prices, the exchange rate change 
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necessary to effect the curr6nt account adjuotment need not add to 

ttw Liwk Of LwLewed luflaLlult, 	but. lit 1.11 AluLL lyt.m, 	LL 11(19 

hag in fact declined fnrther than lq nprpsary tn nffRpt the 

impact of lower oil prices on the current account, and beyond the 

point at which the dangers of renewed inflation can be ignored. 

his is not to say that renewed inflation is unavoidable. 	Much 

depends on wages. 	Our performance to date on productivity comes 
79 

nowhere near to warranting the 4-5% annual growth in real income 

implied by the recent gap between the growth in overall earnings 

and retail pricoc. 	Room d000 oxict for come rico in living 

standards, but we should not forget past experience of too rapid a 

rise in consumption all too easily leading to burgeoning trade 

deficits. Part of the solution must be a sharp reduction in the 

general level of pay settlements. 	Recent indications offer some 

hope, but settlements averaging 5 1/2% are no lower than in 1983 

when inflation was nearly 5%, or twice its present level. 

moo,: 
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ro ; 	4 	monetary policy cannot directly reduce the rise in labour 

costs; nor, more generally, can it bring about the improvements 

	

b\e"'"1411 	in industrial innovation and efficiency which are needed to take 
rpn:NA/ 	advantage of the opportunities now available to British producers 

way- in world markets. The role of monetary policy is progressively to 

squeeze out inflation, and the major economic distortions to which 

it gives rise, as an essential precondition for any sustained 

	

rAtot 	
expansion in activity and employment. That has been our 

etc ell Vv11;t'l consistent aim over many years, and we have had a considerable 

measure of success. We are determined to ensure that this 

monetary discipline is maintained. The difficulties we are 

encountering in operating in turbulent markets and at a time of 

rapid financial change, will not be allowed to jeopardise that 

fundamental long-term objective. 

5 Our problems in pursuing monetary targetry in present 

conditions are not new, and, although currently more severe than 

elsewhere, they are by no means unique to this country. Monetary 

targets are being overshot in the United States and even in 

Germany and Japan 	Many of these countries target relatively 

narrow aggregates which are sensitive to nominal interest rates. 

These have fallen last year, reducing the coat of holding narrow 
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40 	money. 	Inflation has fallefi too, indeed faster in the UK, so 

that real interest rates remain higher everywhere than in the 

1970s. 	This is particularly true in the UK where it contributes 

to growth in demand for broad money. 

6 In out own case MO, although still within its target band, has 

shown some recent acceleration and the target aggregate for 

broader money, EM3, has been growing for much of the last year 

well above its target range. One factor which has rendered the 

growth of EM3 more erratic than that of other aggregates is the 

process of financial change and in particular its sensitivity to 

the ebb and flow of the competition between banks and building 

societies to mediate between depositors and home buyers. EM3 is 

related to bank intermediation. If this expands at the expense of 

other intermediaries, money may grow without either total 

liquidity or total credit expanding as much. 	Even so, liquidity 

and credit have in fact been growing uncomfortably fast and 

markets have not failed to perceive this. 

7 	Recently there has been heavy speculation against sterling at 

a time of particular uncertainty about the outcome of meetings 

relating to interest rates abroad and oil prices. 	As in January 

we have refused to be rushed into hasty policy decisions by this 

period of market turbulence, and have acted to moderate the more 

erratic movements in both the domestic and foreign exchange 

markets. 	But it would be a great mistake to interpret this 

determination not to be swept off one's feet in the short run as a 

reluctance to take necessary action at the appropriate moment - as 

our action on Tuesday showed. 	Markets deliver important 

signals; but they also generate a degree of hubbub and it may 

take time to distinguish the true signal as it emerges from the 

noise. 

My Iderl Mayer, great changes in the city are 0 take place this 
month: after three years of preparation the reforms known as the 

Big Bang are about to be implemented. 	They are the largest 

changes to have taken place in the City in the lifetimes of anyone 

present tonight, and represent a triumph of adaptability and 

vision on the part of the old and the new mpmhprR of fhP •Vork 

Exchange who have embraced reform so positively. 
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These developments in the way in which business is done and in 

the membership rules of the Stock Exchange were of course quite 

deliberately intended to open up the market to competition. 

There is every sign that they have succeeded in releasing a great 

burst of energy and talent, not only in the Stock Exchange but in 

many other financial markets. 	All this is very healthy and 

welcome, but we need to keep in mind that competition brings risks 

as well as benefits and can ha a destructive as well AA A 

constructive force. 	Regulation is being modified to accomodate 

and promote competition, and to ensure that markets are well 

conducted and investors reasonably protected. 	Of course, some 

firms may overreach themselves, 	There may be losses, and it is 

possible that some of the participants in these highly competitive 

markets will eventually withdraw. 	No one should regard that as a 

failure of the new system. 	There are clear limits to the extent 

to which regulators of any kind can or should influence the 

conduct of business. 

10 Consequently it will be vital for all market participants to 

exercise a degree of restraint. 	Market-makers and broker-dealers 

will naturally strive to secure a market share which will support 

the capital committed to their business. But if this leads to 

excessive margin-cutting, they will store up trouble for 

themselves. 	Again, if market share is acquired aggressively 

through predatory pricing, it could work, in the longer run, to 

undermine the increa2ed competition that we have striven to 

introduce. 	Similarly, I should like to see institutional 

investors recognise their interest in being able to deal with a 

wide array of soundly-based intermediaries, and I hope that they 

will exercise restraint on their use of their bargaining power. 

hope also that we will continue to avoid levels of gearing in 

the corporate sector as a whole which, although perhaps acceptable 

in favourable conditions, could prove to be seriously 

destabilising when times become harder. 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

I attach the first section of the Chancellor's revision of 

the Mansion House Speech. Please could I have any final comments 

as soon as possible? 

41 
A P HUDSON 



SM/MH 

• 	MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

[Introduction to come.] 

Big Bang  

Big Bang, and all it stands for, is above all a 

response to intense international competitive 

pressures. Deregulation and new technology have 

transformed financial markets worldwide. The major 

financial centres are fast becoming part of a global 

market in which innovation is a way of life, and 

traditional distinctions, between national and 

international markets, and between different kinds 

of financial institutions, are becoming 

increasingly blurred. 

Few sectors of the British economy have had to move 

so far or so fast to stay ahead of the international 

game. Supposedly fusty, City institutions have 

shown a capacity for radical long-term thinking that 

the rest of British industry might do well to 

emulate. 

A fair share of the credit for all this must go to 

Nicholas Goodison and his team, for their far 

sighted leadership. 



The Government has had to move swiftly too. 

Constructing a credible regulatory framework, 

flexible enough to cope with continuing change, has 

already dbsolbed an immense amount ot legislative 

time and effort. 

No-one here tonight needs reminding that the Big 

Bang is only a beginning. Indeed, I look forward to 

giving a progress report at this occasion next year. 

Meanwhile, the proposal to merge ISRO and the Stock 

Exchange, and to create an International Stock 

Exchange in London, could mark a further important 

step towards integrating domestic and international 

securities markets. 

Major 	challenges 	lie 	ahead 	for 	everyone 

concerned - for the new self regulatory bodies and 

the authorities as well as for market practitioners. 

A great prize is within our grasp, if we can rise to 

these challenges. The chance to make London the 

undisputed financial capital not just of Europe, but 

of the world too. 

A thriving financial sector is crucial to the 

success of any free enterprise economy. But what we 

have here in London is much more: a national asset 

of enormous potential, whose success will bring 

great benefits to the whole country. 

2 



410 	Borrowers and lenders alike stand to gain from the 
development of more efficient capital markets. The 

Government - and the taxpayer - have an obvious 

interest in a more liquid gilt-edged market, which 

will allow the PSBR to be funded on finer terms. 

Last but by no means least, a more vigorous capital 

market will expand the range of possibilities foL 

industry too, enabling companies to tap new sources 

of funds: to hedge a wider variety of risks, 

through new markets in futures, options and swaps: 

and to finance investment and expansion through new 

instruments capable of meeting an increasing range 

of individual needs. 

The City is the heart of one of Britain's fastest 

growing and most successful industries, with an 

impressive record in creating new jobs. Financial 

and business services now employ 2 million 

people - a 15 per cent increase on 1979. 

London's success will generate new ideas and 

opportunities whose influence will be felt far 

beyond the Square Mile, to the ultimate benefit of 

smaller companies and private investors who have no 

aspirations to dabble in international capital 

markets. 



Of course, competition and change carry high risks 

as well as high rewards - not least for those 

individuals whose telephone-number salaries have 

attracted so much attention. 

Inevitably, the new climate will prove too bracing 

for some. 

But I do not share the pessimism of those who fear 

that British players will account for a 

disproportionate share of the casualties. However 

level the playing field, the home team is not 

without its advantages. British firms have moved 

swiftly to attract new capital. And I am encouraged 

by the knowledge that London survived as a major 

financial centre through four decades of exchange 

controls partly because, in the areas where British 

firms were free to compete internationally - such 

as insurance and foreign currency business - they 

did so successfully against all comers. 

We have made it clear, too, that while we welcome 

those of all nations in the City of London, the 

Government is committed to obtaining reciprocal 

treatment for British firms in other financial 

centres. 

4 



In particular, my Ministerial colleagues and I have 

made this position clear to the Japanese authorities 

and I am pleased to say that in the past year or so 7 

UK houses have been granted licences to operate in 

Tokyo. More are in prospect. 

As a final sanction, the Government is taking 

statutory powers in the Financial Services Bill, 

which will shortly reach the Statute Book, to allow 

it to refuse to authorise, or indeed to remove 

authorisation from, any financial institutions, 

including banks, whose national authorities do not 

provide reciprocal facilities for British firms. 

That said, British players will certainly face stiff 

competition from some well capitalised and 

experienced foreign concerns. 

The first line of defence must always be sound 

management. There is no long-term advantage in the 

single minded pursuit of market share, at the 

expense of a prudent assessment of market 

opportunities and realistic pricing of risk. 

Let me add that the authorities are alert to the 

risk that predatory pricing could erode the benefits 

of the increased competition we seek. I have to say 

that whatever the short-run benefits to the 

consumer, such practices are ultimately anti- 



competitive and potentially destabilising for the 

system as a whole. 

That is not to deny that there may be occasional 

failures: of course there will be. It is not the 

Government's job to prpvent financial companies 

from going out of business, though the Government 

has a clear responsibility to minimise the risk of 

their customers being dragged down with them. 

The Government also has a duty to maintain the 

soundness and integrity of the financial system as a 

whole. But the private sector has a part to play 

too. I am in no doubt that the system will be 

better able to weather the occasional storm if those 

who profit from freer markets take the opportunity 

to strengthen their capital base. 

The banking system's experience with sovereign debt 

in the 1970s is instructive. Banks have made 

considerable and necessary progress in increasing 

their capital ratios since 1982. But other 

financial institutions might usefully consider 

whether this episode holds lessons for them too. 

Regulation  

One casualty no-one can afford is London's 

reputation for integrity and sound dealing. 



• 	The Government attaches the highest importance to 
effective supervision, investor protection and the 

energetic prosecution of fraud. 

On fraud, as the Home Secretary recently announced, 

the Government has decided to accept most of lhe 

Roskill Committee's recommendations, including the 

creation of a new Serious Fraud Office. The new 

office will build on the experience gained in 

running the Fraud Investigation Group, which I 

announced two years ago. It will house a team with 

expertise in tackling the most serious and complex 

cases, taking them all the way through from 

investigation to prosecution. 

Its creation will mark a major advance in the battle 

against fraud. 

I am confident too that the new legislation we are 

in the process of putting on the Statute Book will 

provide a greatly improved framework for regulating 

financial services, capable of providing clear 

ground rules, while retaining the flexibility 

needed to keep pace with changing market structures. 

The Building Societies' Act has already received 

Royal Assent and comes into force on 1 January next 

year. 



The Financial Services Bill is now passing through 

its final Parliamentary stages. The task of 

providing a comprehensive framework for investment 

business of all kinds has been little short of 

Herculean. But the next step is no less demanding: 

to get the new systems up and running with the 

minimum of delay - and to make sure that they work. 

To complete the picture, the Bank of England has 

greatly increased the resources it devotes to 

banking supervision, and the new Board of Banking 

Supervision is already in operation. I hope shortly 

to introduce a new Bill to strengthen the statutory 

framework within which banking supervision is 

conducted. 

These arrangements will not, of course, operate in 

watertight compartments. Lead supervisors will be 

nominated 	for 	financial conglomerates, 	whose 

activities span several supervisory regimes. And 

close co-operation between supervisors will be 

needed, both to monitor the implementation of the 

new framework, and to ensure that it continues to 

reflect changing market activities. 

Of course I well understand the concern of those who 

argue that regulation imposes economic costs; and 

who point to the risk that, by insisting on high 

standards here, we will put ourselves at a 



• 	competitive disadvantage relative to centres with 
laxer regimes - leading to a new version of 

Gresham's law, with badly supervised centres 

gaining at the expense of the well supervised. 

So far I see no sign of a competition in laxity of 

this kind. Indeed there is increasing recognition 

in all major financial centres that a competitive 

bidding down of regulatory standards would be in no-

one's interest. 

But the rapid pace of change in financial markets 

makes it impossible - and unwise - to be 

complacent. 

All supervisors - in securities as well as in 

banking - and particularly those in the major 

financial centres, must always put international 

co-operation high on their list of priorities. 

The harmonisation of regulatory standards raises 

formidable conceptual as well as practical 

problems. But there can be no dodging the issue: 

that must be our ultimate goal. 

Effective investor protection is all the more 

important given the Government's commitment to 

popular capitalism. 



Over the past 7 years more and more families have 

felt able to increase their ownership of assets 

beyond their own homes. Even before the TSB 

flotation, the number of individual shareholders 

had doubled since 1979. The biggest single step was 

the privatisation of British Telecom, a company 

which still retains over 2 million shareholders two 

years on. More recently the TSB - albeit something 

of a special case - has started life as a quoted 

company with no fewer than 3 million shareholders. 

These are figures on a scale never previously 

thought possible. 

The PEP scheme which I introduced in my last Budget 

offers a further opportunity to increase the number 

of individual shareholders. With the enthusiastic 

co-operation of a number of institutions, including 

the Stock Exchange and some of the clearing banks 

and building societies, the details of this scheme 

are now virtually finalised, and I hope to lay the 

necessary regulations before Parliament in the very 

near future in good time for the scheme to start as 

planned next January. 

This popular enthusiasm for share ownership comes at 

a time when new technology should offer increasing 

scope for cutting costs on small share deals. So 

there is at last a real prospect for reversing the 

long-term trend to ever-increasing institutional 

ownership of British industry. 

10 



• 	I hope industry for its part will in its own 
long-term interest give a positive welcome to the 

growing number of small shareholders - even if it 

invnlves them in some extra costs. 

i 
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• 	The Economy 
Since I spoke here last year, the world has been 

going through a difficult phase of adjusting to the 

major shifts in relative prices which have occurred 

over the past year or so. The dollar, commodity 

prices, and in particular the oil price have all 

changed by massive amounts. 

The initial effect has been to slow down the growth 

of world activity. But this pattern should have 

come as no surprise. After each of the massive oil 

price increases in the seventies, there was a delay 

of many months before output was decisively 

affected. The benefits to economic activity from 

cheaper oil are now beginning to emerge, and I 

remain optimistic about the outlook for the world 

economy over the next year. 

As the fifth largest oil producing nation in the 

world the UK has been more affected than most by 

lower oil prices. But despite this the pattern of 

developments this year has been broadly in line with 

what I forecast at the time of the Budget. 



IGO Domestic demand has risen rapidly this year as 

expected. At the same time, inflation has fallen 

sharply to under 3 per cent - better than envisaged 

and the lowest for nearly 20 years. Even excluding 

the effect of mortgage rates, which somewhat 

idiosyncratically we include in the Retail Price 

Index, inflation is now only a little above 3 per 

cent. 

What has been disappointing is the growth of world 

trade, and thus of UK exports, particularly over the 

last quarter of last year and the first quarter of 

this. Imports to the industralised countries have 

accelerated along with higher domestic demand but 

the oil and commodity producers have cut back their 

imports much faster than anticipated. 

As a result, after 5 years of steady growth of about 

3 per cent a year, overall UK output growth so far 

this year has been rather less than I envisaged at 

the time of the budget. But I do not expect that 

slower growth to continue for long and output growth 

next year should be faster than this year and faster 

than foreseen at the time of the Budget. Already 

there are encouraging signs. In particular, despite 

last month's freak figures, it is clear that exports 

have resumed the vigorous growth they showed before 

the pause began. 

So looking ahead to 1987, while domestic demand is 



• 	likely to grow at about the same rate as this year, 
exports should continue the better performance of 

recent months. 

Following the exaggeratedly sharp fall in inflation 

this year, it will be difficult to avoid some 

increase next year. Clearly, we are currently 

benefiting from the sharp fall in the oil price and 

most other commodities to an extent that will not 

continue. But at the same time inflationary 

expectations are being ratcheted down and I do not 

expect to see much change in the underlying 

inflation rate in the months immediately ulaccatA. 

Excluding the mortgage rate inflation will probably 

continue to run at a little over 3 per cent. 

Finally, although it is never wise to draw too many 

conclusions from the outturn for a single month, it 

is encouraging that today's unemployment figures 

show the biggest fall since we first took office 

more than 7 years ago. Job vacancies, too, are at 

their highest level since 1979. And it bears 

repeating that since the last general election a 

million new jobs have been created, and total 

employment has risen for 13 successive 

quarLets - the longest period of uninterrupted 

growth in employment this country has known for 

almost 30 years. 



Conclusion 

One of the themes of my speech today has been the 

rapid changes in the world economy. Against this 

background, it is tempting to focus exclusively on 

short-term considerations. But the very fact of 

rapid change makes it all the more important to 

concentrate on objectives for the medium and long-

term, and how best to achieve them. 

As a Government, we have consistently sought to do 

just that. The medium-term financial strategy has 

been, and will continue to be, a discipline for us, 

and a stable framework within which the private 

sector can plan. And within that framework, we have 

always emphasized our long-term policies of tax 

reduction, tax reform, privatisation, and wider 

share ownership, which I reaffirmed in another place 

last week. 

Industry, and commerce too, needs to look to the 

long-term, to seize the opportunities that are there 

for British firms which can compete in world 

markets. This means calculated risk-taking, more 

research and development, more training, and a more 

hard-headed approach to pay and costs. 

The events of the past year have once again revealed 

the underlying strength of the British economy. I 

can assure you, my Lord Mayor, that I shall do all 

in my power to maintain the policies which brought 

about that strength. 

0 

if- 
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I propose tonight to divide my speech into three 

sections. 

I shall first say something about the City and the Big 

Bang, then more about the current state of the financial 

markets, and finally turn to the prospects of the British 

economy. 

As everyone here tonight is all too well aware, the Big 

Bang is now only eleven days away. 

But some of you may not be aware that we meet this 

evening on the anniversary of an earlier big bang. One 

which in its far reaching effects was even greater than 

the changes we are contemplating in the City. A change 

which all the speed generated by modern technology comes 

nowhere near matching. I refer of course to the 

implementation of the Gregorian calendar in 1582 which at 

a stroke moved the world on by 10 days. Actually it did 

not quite do that because it took Britain another couple 

of hundred years to come into line. This time at least, 

we have been a little quicker. Which perhaps is just as 

well. 
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[Introduction to come.] 
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Big ftng   
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Big Bang, and all it stands for, is above all a 

response 	t-r1 	intense 	international competitive 

pressures. 	I-  -  • al - ion an 	new tec no ogy 	ave 

.1 • 1,-• 
- ■ The major 

financial centres are fast becoming part of a global 

market in which innovation is a way of life, and 

traditional distinctions, between national and 

international markets, and between different kinds 

of financial institutions, are becoming 

increasingly blurred. 

Few sectors of the British economy have had to move 

so far or so fast to stay ahead of the international 

game. A fair share of the credit for all this must 

go to Nicholas Goodison and his team, for their far 

sighted leadership. 	And I know that he in turn 

welcomes the further halving of stamp duty, to 	per 

cent, that October 27 will bring. 

The Government has had to move swiftly too. 

Constructing 	a credible regulatory framework, 
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111 	flexible enough to cope with continuing change, has 
already absorbed an immense amount of legislative 

time and effort. 

No-one here tonight needs reminding that the Big 

Bang is only a beginning. 	-gut A great prize is 

within our grasp. 	A thriving financial sector is 

crucial to the success of any free enterprise 

economy. But what we have here in London is much 

more than that: a national asset of enormous 

potential, whose success will bring great benefits 

to the whole country. 

Of course, competition and change ee-r-ry high risks 

as well as high rewards - not least for those 

individuals whose telephone-number salaries have 

attracted so much attention. 

1-ffev4t-ably, the new climate will prove too bracing 

for some. And 44--i-t—dpe-43, it should go without 

saying that it will not be the Geore-rnment's job to 

prevent financial companies from going out of 
L x, 

business,t+Tryttg-17--tact-e-r-41-41:ent------114-as-  a -cle-a-r 

in i se the---r-i-sic—o 	I t h elr 

customers being dragged _dowwith--t-h-em. 

1/L ,1,1-17 C" 
-Blort i I am in no doubt that the system will be better 

able to weather the occasional storm if those who 

profit from freer markets take the opportunity to 

strengthen their capital base. 

VkAArtit j 4  '=.4A 
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The banking system's experience with sovereign debt 

in the 1970s is instructive. Banks have made 

considerable and necessary progress in increasing 

their capital ratios since 1982. Other financial 

institutions might usefully consider whether this 

episode holds lessons for them too. 

Meanwhile, I do not share the pessimism of those who 

fear that British players will account for a 

disproportionate share of the casualties. biesteire-r-- 

, the 	 

without—its advantages. British firms have moved 

swiftly to attract new capital. And I am encouraged 

by the knowledge that London survived as a major 

financial centre through four decades of exchange 

controls partly because, in the areas where British 

firms .were free to compete internationally  E  such 
as insurance and foreign currency business - they 

did so successfully against all comers. 

welcome 

those of of all nations in the City of London, the 
k 

Government is committed to obtaining reciprocal 

treatment for British firms in other financial 

centres. 

. In particular, my Ministerial colleagues and I have 

made this position clear to the Japanese authorities )  

and I am pleased to say that in the past year or so 

3 



tAPS".• Ijk-1  )qr 	 more Loa-dell houses have been granted licences 

to operate in Tokyo. More are in the pipeline. 

1.--'As an ultimate sanction, tire—Governmsnt—l-s—nalmgr 

--si:attH:-e-r-r—talower-s--iiT the Financial Services Bill, 
t,..e, 	tk-LA!/  

ich  
/A.  

 will shortly Icach 	the Statute Boek, to allow 
v- 	 iitAt GeMer.,0,4-  

"Ar-al:// 

  

44 to refuse to authorise, or to restrict or even to 

remove 	the 	authorisation 	of, 	any 	financial 

institutions including bankg whose national 

authorities do not provide reciprocal facilities 

for British firms. 

    

    

The authorities are also alert to the rick that 

predatory pricing could erode the benefits of the 

increased competition we seek. Whatever the short-

run benefits benefits to the consumer, such practices .a-re 

k;',1411ItZ;tft;_trIpatiMptLiltM,?.- l'sx6464-.2.1."11  and 	pa-tent-rally 
IttPVI 	

destabilisIng-4-oor the system as a whole. 

? 

Ar...d4k 
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f 	 oLd 	• 	London's 

reputation for integrity and sound dealing. 

The Government attaches the highest importance to 

effective supervision, investor protection ,and the 

energetic prosecution of fraud. 



The task of providing, in the Financial Services 

Bill, a comprehensive framework for investment 

business of all kinds has been little short of 

Herculean. But the next step is no less demanding: 

to get the new systems up and running with the 

minimum of delay - and to make sure that they work. 

At the same time, the Bank ot England has greatly 

increased the resources it devotes to banking 

supervision, and the new Board of Banking 

Supervision is already in operation. I hope shortly 

to introduce a new Bill to strengthen the statutory 

framework within within which 4a4.1114441, supervision is 

conducted. 

- 
	 en 

,- 
announced, the Government has ecided to accept most 

--trere  

of the Roskill 	o Ittee's recommendations on 

fraud, in 	ing the creation of a ftew Serious Fraud 

The arrangements we are putting in place will not, 

of course, operate in watertight compartments. Lead 

supervisors will be 	nominated for 	financial 

conglomerates, 	whose 	activities 	span 	several 

supervisory regimes. 	And close co-operation 

between supervisors will /  .needed t oth to monitor 
0%. 

the implementation of the new framework, and to 

ensure that it continues to reflect changing market 

activities:3 

5 



The harmonisation 	regulat 

formidable 	nceptual 

proble 	But t ,er can be  a  dodging the 

must be o 

Popular Capitalism 

I well understand the concern of those who argue 

that regulation imposes economic costs; and who 

point to the risk that, by insisting on high 

standaLas here, we will put ourselves at a 

competitive disadvantage relative to centres with 

laxer regimes - leading to a new version of 

Gresham's law, with badly supervised centres 

gaining at the expense of the well supervised. 

C.C711.Z.C4^1%- 	f.414-e- 
	 oc.n...rwat 	• 

)( 	 gut the remedy is clear,. Ali supervisors,--Arn-- 

and particularly 

those in the major financial centres, must put 

international co-operation and co-ordination high 

on their list of priorities. PNA- 	ei-te ete-Le,  

Effective investor protection is all the more 

important given the Government's commitment to 

popular capitalism. -Tke-P4yGAPI.AJA:4A41.411 4 1444,alefole-rp 
t,44 mart- Una". e6nlaACiA 4 :41%,442/ 19 19 40 

rd n 

felt able to increase--Ehelr ownership of assets 

beyo 	elr own homes. 	Even before the TSB 



had doubled since 1979. The biggest single step was 

the privatisation of British Telecom, a company 

which still retains some 2 million individual 

shareholders two years on. More recently the 

TSB - albeit something of a special case - has 

started life as a quoted company with no fewer than 
°AA rtzt4 4 wr-v 	jd tkal'e  Irreg .  LAO ef 

3 million shareholders, over 	ha1ff whom have never 

owned shares before. These are figures on a scale 

never previously thought possible. 

The Personal Equity Plan scheme which I introduced 

in my last Budget offers 	further encouragement Lor 

Ca.44ek 

ordinary people to hold shares. 	With the 

constructive co-operation of the Stock Exchange ) alid 

eente—et- the clearing banks i and other institutions, 

the details of this scheme are now more or less 

finalised, ;And I shall be laying the necessary 

regulation before Parliament as soon as the House 

reassembles, in good time for the scheme to start as 

planned ‘ext January. 

This popular enthusiasm for share ownership comes at 

ime when new technology should offer increasing 

there is at last a real prospect 4-Ler reversing the 

long-term trend to ever-increasing institutional 

ownership of British industry. 

1 



Finally, on this section of my remarks, let me add this. 

In a speech in Scotland last month, while paying tribute 

to the dramatic improvement there has been in the 

performance of British industry, I expressed concern at 

the fact that industry is still much too inclined to take 

the short-term view. 

This manifests itself in too little spent on training, 

too little on research and development, and too much on 

pay. 

But short-termism is not merely an affliction of 

industry: it is our national ailment. And certainly in 

the view of industry itself, the most virulent form of 

the disease is to be found among the City institutions 

and the financial markets. 

Many industrialists and businessmen feel strongly that 

their ability to take . decisions in the long-term 

interests of their compariPis inhibited by an excessive 

emphasis on short-term performance by fund managers, and 

by the City's vested interest on large movements on 

exchange rates and interest rates, 

Of course, it is always easier to see the mote in the 

other man's eye than the beam in one's own. The boards 

of large industrial corporations, for example, might 

pause to consider how far the demand for short-term 

performance can be traced back to the pressure they 

themselves exert on the managers of their own pension 

funds. And the financial markets are affected by forces 

that originate far outside these shores. 

But I have to say that I suspect business and industry 

have a point,5nd that the distinguished gathering here 

tonight would do well to reflect upon it. Certainly bad 

blood between industry and finance is 8 -jad for Britain, 

and all of us need to do whatever we can to eradicate its 

causes. 



I hope indust 	for i s part ill in its own 

long-te m in st giv pos'tive welcome to the 

growing nu , .er •f s all hareholde s - even if it 

involves them in so e extr osts. 

4fietary Policy:r 

On this august occasion, last year, I set out our 

financial strategy in the clearest terms. In April 

of this year, in a speech 

Association, I explained 

the Lombard 

y, how r-in—Ent 

coiltert-of_that_s_tzategy, monetary policy - and also 

fiscal policy, but in particular monetary policy - 

is conducted.1„44  tic 64,,t /  

54/1-ce Both the strategysx and p..0' implementation ANE--- 

	s-4-cambegy remain 

precisely as I set out in those two speeches, you 

will be glad to know that I do not propose to weary 

you by repeating it yet again tonight. 

There are, I know, those who still complain of being 

confused - and judging by what they write, some are 

indeed confused. But they are either simply 

complaining that the world is a complicated place, 

which sadly is all too true, and is something that 

divi=i4have to come to terms with; or else they 

are so wedded to confusion that it would be grossly 

improper to try and separate them from it. 
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personal holgings of liquid 

been arous  •  on this score. As I pointed out last 

year, it was lear that the lib ralisation of the 

financial syste 	the end of m rtgage rationing, and 
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to personal- 
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So let me merely say a brief word or two about the 

rise  in short term interest rates t4atzted_tar_illej..  of E LnA 

a-be t earlier this week. 	
II  

C/tN- 
ko-te, 	vlo vietelt-e,  r, 
As today's figures 

thus for the first 

cDfl - 

for the PSBR for September and 
Sc,x 
6 months of the financial year 

DP,910.1 1z14/(- 

	
showl, public borrowing is broadly on track. 

And this is in the context of what has for some 

CA"' 
	

years now been %eclining ratio of!ciat-i-o-n-a.1-debt to 

national income. 

+La G ave-fle 

iudged- tirat-  Mdfietdry conditions -had bec2  

somesir easier :  and needed to he tightened 	This 

was not prompted
k by the growth of broad money and 

credit, 41though I understand the con ern that has 
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Broad money and credit have been growing fast, 

and I understand the concern Lhat has been 

aroused on that score. As I pointed out last 

year, it was clear that the liberalisation 

of the financial system, the end of mortgage 

rationing, and the increased competition between 

financial institutions would lead to a steady 

increase in the ratio of broad money to GDP. 

This, indeed, has been a consistent feature 

of the 1980s. There is every sign that people 

are holding the increased amounts of broad 

money quite willingly. And so long as this 

is so, its growth is not inflationary. 

One aspect of this is that the ratio of personal 

debt to personal income has risen. But the 

rise has been matched by a similar growth in 

personal holdings of liquid assets, and the 

personal debt ratio is still below the comparable 

figure in the United StaLes. 

So neither broad money nor credit was a trigger 

for this week's rise in interest rates. 



11 ,--S49----Athz:Ls=ein cr& --44:64-14--1---n4WATai.re-giverr-e-rry-g-t-Ennutt- 
I 	r  

_flacciantme.rft,—B44414/h a t could not be ignored was that 

more reliable indicators, such as narrow money, as 

measured by MO, and in particular the exchange rate, 

were indicating an easing of monetary conditions. 

Given the precipitate collapse of the oil price, it 

was inevitable and indeed necessary that the 

exchange rate should fall so as to enable - after 

the inevitable delay known as the J curve -non-oil 

exports to rise to offset at least the greater part 

of the fall in oil export revenues. 

- - 

But there are clearly limits to the necessary and 
a 

desirable extent of th-at fall. Moreover,--at—the-- 

—same--t-iine„. the growth of MO, although well within 
e 

its target range, was-ed4-ing upwards, and in all the 
'Lk G2Pt 

circumstances I j-udged-4.t desirable to seek to bring 

it back towards the centre of the range. 

It was therefore necessary, in order to maintain the 

financial strategy on track, to raise interest 

rates. 

) 

There. have recently -been---thos-e--4.43.o- delightI in 

depicting the level of short-term interest rates as 

the outcome of a constant epic struggle between the 

Chancellor, always seeking to bring interest rates 

down, and the markets, ever seeking to push them up. 

6r vice versa. 
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I know there are some - the small businessman, 

Lhe home owner: people whose interesLs are 

at the heart of this Government's concerns 

- who are disappointed that I have had to raise 

interest rates at all. 	And of course I 

understand that. 	But the determination to 

defeat inflation and the willingness to take 

the necessary action are one and the same thing. 

You cannot will the end without accepting the 

means. 

101reit -There are others - in the City: or at 

least among those who write for the City - 

who 
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I have to confess that I find this picture a trifle 

fanciful. 

Short-term interest rates, as I pointed out in my 

Lombard Speech, are the essential instrument of 

monetary policy. 

Thus my objective has to be to keep them, on 

average, at whatever level is necessary to produce 

monetary conditions that bear down on inflation. 

.0„.4 fare,',1.ry Ag-^A  

In currrit wcircumstanceS, ,,judged that this 

required a rise. of 1 per cent tQJJ 	 giving 
okotm4re 

),a margin of 	per ceny( over equivalent dollar 
as 

rates and implying some hing like Pi per center in 

real terms. 

Given this assessment, to have moved in the fevered 

and turbulent market "market atmosphere of the K 

fortnight that followed the Washington meetings 

would not have been sensible. It would inevitably 

have meant a rise of 2 per cent, as indeed the press 

were predicting at the time, which would have been 

ariza' excessive. ..449rd- I have no more 	to see monetary A " - 

conditions too tight than I have to see them too 

1 

Pm.c1)  a4 ka4e- 	le,rtrt4-7 .441 aLe."-,.. 	r.44j  ,tri;c;,44a 
wt 	FeArr-ej /  

It therefore eemed sensible to wait until calm had 

been restored to the markets, and then make the 

appropriate move. Which is what duly took place. 
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I do not conceal that there is necessarily a large 

element of judgement in this, both of monetary 

conditions and of market tactics.444RPF-1"9.HEO 

claim is that the record shows I have exercised the 
__------ 

necessary judgement,_canstStently, over a period of 

years, 	way which has delivered low inflation 

Since I spoke here last year, the world has been 

going through a difficult phase of adjusting to the 

major shifts in relative prices which have occurred 

over the past year or so. The dollar, commodity 

prices, and in particular the oil price have all 

changed by massive amounts. 

The initial effect of these upheavals has been to 

slow down somewhat the growth of world activity. 

But just as after each of the massive oil price 

increases in the seventies, there was a delay of 

some months before output was adversely affected, so 

the benefits to economic activity from cheaper oil 

are only now beginning to emerge. I would expect to 

see a gradual quickening in the pace 

growth over the next year. 

As the fifth largest oil producing nation in the 

world, the UK has been more affected than most by 

of economic 
A 
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• gment as 

- Chanc!:119for 	 will37-7,==armil–  the record 

speaks for itself. 	We have bought inflation 

down to the lowest for 20 years. 	We have 

combined that with sustained growth and rising 

living standards. And that is a combination 

which has eluded many of our predecessors4  

..2k=1:Mdmic==pertub,4es.  We have done it by sticking 

to policies of sound money and free markets. 

And that is the way we intend to continue. 
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lower oil prices, But espit- 	is t e pattern 
bt 

development-I this y 	been 	 me with 

what! envisage 	the time of 	e 

/ 4- 
Domestic/demand has r's n rapidly this year, as 

expecteAVt e same time, inflation has fallen 

even more sharply than forecast, to the lowest 

levels for nearly 20 years. Even excluding the 

effect of mortgage rates, which somewhat 

idiosyncratically we include in the Retail Price 

Index, inflation is now only a little above 3 per 

cent, and I would expect it to continue at around 

this level over the next few months. 

What has been disappointing is the growth of world 

trade, and thus of UK exports, particularly over the 

last quarter of last year and the first quarter of 

this. Imports to the industrialised countries have 

accelerated along with higher domestic demand, but 

the oil and commodity producers ha ;e cut back their 

imports much faster than 

vC NI; 10 A cv:At.o. cr3 
21.. 

--* Tntazz As a result, afteri, 5 years of steady growth 

3 per cent a year, overall UK output growth so far 

this year has been rather less than I envisaged at 

the time of the ludget. But I do not expect that 

§_lailgtlri.m."-th_ to continue foz—l-ortg, and output growth 

next year should be bateh faster. trh-a-e—t-h-i-e—ye-a-r---and- 

    

ph-f- 
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Already 

Ar-4- 
despite 

exports 

before 

performance of recent months. 4r-Amik 

been expressed about the effect of the oil price 

//)--

- 

collapse on the balance of payments. 

-In.o.„4.share.t, looking ahead to 1987, while domestic 

demand is likely to grow at about the same rate as 

this year, exports should continue the better 

a..4-4c-t-de,,i14`gxo Ed"., 

j r2"413‘c a 64- 

Vias±44i)nruiti-v,  

■̂ OV'.1c•I' 

-AVv-AA 

ra.1-1- nit 

4LA-41.1.4  

1calkt--w4tordi, 	0&/ 

Dv"- re-ce4 jco-fotv•....cLe- 
there are encouraging signs.4, 11,--17.11.1111X-f 

trti,dt, 	 16441=';10 last month's freak figures, 44-44-c14-ac4hat 

have esumed the vigorous growth they showed 

the pause began. eitd—t.-ka-t-lea_ama-csmatitiqing- 

tN,  

Th-i-e—streTrizr I 

hopet  allay some of the exaggerated fears that have 

LL , 
(,ic,Pwwv4v 

Finally, although it is never wise to draw too many 

conclusions from the outturn for a single month, it 

is encouraging that today's unemployment figures 

show the biggest fall since we first took office 

more than 7 years ago. Job vacancies, too, are at 

their highest level since 1979. And it bears 

repeating that since the last general election a 

million new jobs have been created, and total 

employment has risen for 13 successive 

quarters - the longest period of uninterrupted 

growth in employment this country has known for 

almost 30 years. 
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successes. 	We shall then be in our seventh 

successive year year of steady economic growth, mibidieF.  
temm.a4~1 

inflation zxlmarirr1 low.. 44341--wo=313 --- --- 
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Conclusion 

One of the themes of my speech today has been the 

rapid changes in the world economy. Against this 

background, it is tempting to focus exclusively on 

short-term considerations. But the very fact of 

rapid change makes it all the more important to 

concentrate on objectives for the medium and long-

term, and how best to achieve them. 

As a Government, we have consistently sought to do 

just that. The Medium-Term Financial Strategy has 

been, and will continue to hp, a discipline  for 

and a stable framework within which the private 

sector can plan. —Nnd ithin that framework, we have 

put in place a series of policies to improve the 

supply side of the economy - policies of 

deregulation, of tax reduction, of tax reform, of 

privatisation, and of wider share ownership, all of 

which will bring increasing benefits over time. 

That is why the prospects are good. When I speak to 

you next year, though we shall no doubt have seen 

more turbulence, we shall also have seen further 



The events of the past year have once again revealed 

the underlying strength of the British economy. I 

can assure you, my Lord Mayor, that I shall do all 

in my power to maintain the policies which brought 

about that strength. 

16 
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GOVERNOR'S MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

The Chancellor has the following comments on the new draft you 
sent over this afternoon. 

In paragraph 3 he feels it is very important that the 
Governor should not say that the fall in the exchange rate has 
gone "beyond the point at which the dangers of renewed 
inflation can be ignored", nor that "this is not to say that 
renewed inflation is unavoidable". This could have a damaging 
effect on inflationary expectations, and carries the danger of 
suggesting that we want to see a rise in the exchange rate: 
that could lead the markets to expect a further rise in 
interest rates, since the exchange rate has not in fact moved 
up. He also feels that - for similar reasons - it is unwise to 
say explicitly that sterling has declined "further than is 
necessary to offset the impact of lower oil prices". 	He 
therefore suggests that those passages are omitted, and the 
order very slightly changed, so that the speech runs: 

"With lower oil prices we need the prospect of an 
improving non-oil trade balance. And, thanks to lower 
oil prices, the exchange rate change necessary to effect 
the current account adjustment need not add to the risk 
of renewed inflation. But in the past our competitive 
position has been eroded by failure to contain cost 

. increases. For the future, much depends on wages." 

He suggests that "burgeoning trade deficits" is replaced 
by "a deterioration in the trade balance". 

He feels that the beginning of paragraph 4 	is 
unnecessarily negative. It starts by saying "Monetary policy 
cannot ... 	nor, more generally, can it ...". 	He suggests 
that these sentences should be deleted, so that the paragraph 
started by saying "The role of monetary policy is ...". 
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5. 	While he would not wish to press the change suggested in 
paragraph 4 above, if the Governor is wedded to the precise 
form of words)  he does feel particularly strongly about the 
points made in paragraphs 2 and 3 above. 

)161Ars 

A C S ALLAN 
Principal Private Secretary 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

I attach the first section of the Chancellor's revision of 

the Mansion House Speech. Please could I have any final comments 

as soon as possible? 

A P HUDSON 



SM/MH • 	MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 
[Introduction to come.] 

Big Bang  

Big Bang, and all it stands for, is above all a 

response to intense 	international competitive 

pressures. 	Deregulation and new technology have 

transformed financial markets worldwide. The major 

financial centres are fast becoming part of a global 

market in which innovation is a way of life, and 

traditional distinctions, between national and 

international markets, and between different kinds 

of financial institutions, are becoming 

increasingly blurred. 

Few sectors of the British economy have had to move 

so far or so fast to stay ahead of the international 

game. Supposedly fusty, City institutions have 

shown a capacity for radical long-term thinking that 

the rest of British industry might do well to 

emulate. 

A fair share of the credit for all this must go to 

Nicholas Goodison and his team, for their far 

sighted leadership. 



110 	The Government has had to move swiftly too. 
Constructing a credible regulatory framework, 

flexible enough to cope with continuing change, has 

Already abcorbcd an immense amounL of leyislative 

time and effort. 

No-one here tonight needs reminding that the Big 

Bang is only a beginning. indeed, I look forward to 

giving a progress report at this occasion next year. 

Meanwhile, the proposal to merge ISRO and the Stock 

Exchange, and to create an International Stock 

Exchange in London, could mark a further important 

step towards integrating domestic and international 

securities markets. 

Major 	challenges 	lie 	ahead 	for 	everyone 

concerned - for the new self regulatory bodies and 

the authorities as well as for market practitioners. 

A great prize is within our grasp, if we can rise to 

these challenges. The chance to make London the 

undisputed financial capital not just of Europe, but 

of the world too. 

A thriving financial sector is cruciAl Fn the 

success of any free enterprise economy. But what we 

have here in London is much more: a national asset 

of enormous potential, whose success will bring 

great benefits to the whole country. 



110 	Borrowers and lenders alike stand to gain from the 
development of more efficient capital markets. The 

Government - and the taxpayer - have an obvious 

interest in a more liquid gilt-edged market, which 

will allow the PSBR to be funded on finer terms. 

Last but by no means least, a more vigorous capital 

market will expand the range of possibilities for 

industry too, enabling companies to tap new sources 

of funds: to hedge a wider variety of risks, 

through new markets in futures, options and swaps: 

and to finance investment and expansion through new 

instruments capable of meeting an increasing range 

of individual needs. 

The City is the heart of one of Britain's fastest 

growing and most successful industries, with an 

impressive record in creating new jobs. Financial 

and business services now employ 2 million 

people - a 15 per cent increase on 1979. 

London's success will generate new ideas and 

opportunities whose influence will be felt far 

beyond the Square Mile, to the ultimate benefit of 

smaller companies and private investors who have no 

aspirations to dabble in international capital 

markets. 



Of course, competition and change carry high risks 

as well as high rewards - not least for those 

individuals whose telephone-number salaries have 

attracted co much attention. 

Inevitably, the new climate will prove too bracing 

for some. 

But I do not share the pessimism of those who fear 

that British players will account for a 

disproportionate share of the casualties. However 

level the playing field, the home team is not 

without its advantages. British firms have moved 

swiftly to attract new capital. And I am encouraged 

by the knowledge that London survived as a major 

financial centre through four decades of exchange 

controls partly because, in the areas where British 

firms were free to compete internationally - such 

as insurance and foreign currency business - they 

did so successfully against all comers. 

We have made it clear, too, that while we welcome 

those of all nations in the City of London, the 

Government is committed to obtaining reciprocal 

treatment for British firms in other financial 

centres. 

4 



• 	In particular, my Ministerial colleagues and I have 
made this position clear to the Japanese authorities 

and I am pleased to say that in the past year or so 7 

UK houses have been granted licences lo OpetdLe ill 

Tokyo. More are in prospect. 

As a final sanction, the Government is taking 

statutory powers in the Financial Services Bill, 

which will shortly reach the Statute Book, to allow 

it to refuse to authorise, or indeed to remove 

authorisation from, any financial institutions, 

including banks, whose national authorities do not 

provide reciprocal facilities for British firms. 

That said, British players will certainly face stiff 

competition from some well capitalised and 

experienced foreign concerns. 

The first line of defence must always be sound 

management. There is no long-term advantage in the 

single minded pursuit of market share, at the 

expense of a prudent assessment of market 

opportunities and realistic pricing of risk. 

Let me add that the authorities are alert to the 

risk that predatory pricing could erode the benefits 

of the increased competition we seek. I have to say 

that whatever the short-run benefits to the 

consumer, such practices are ultimately anti- 



!II 	competitive and potentially destabilising for the 
system as a whole. 

That is not to deny that there may be occasional 

failures: of course there will be. It is not the 

Government's job to prevent financial companies 

from going out of business, though the Government 

has a clear responsibility to minimise the risk of 

their customers being dragged down with them. 

The Government also has a duty to maintain the 

soundness and integrity of the financial system as a 

whole. But the private sector has a part to play 

too. I am in no doubt that the system will be 

better able to weather the occasional storm if those 

who profit from freer markets take the opportunity 

to strengthen their capital base. 

The banking system's experience with sovereign debt 

in the 1970s is instructive. Banks have made 

considerable and necessary progress in increasing 

their capital ratios since 1982. But other 

financial institutions might usefully consider 

whether this episode holds lessons for them too. 

Regulation 

One casualty no-one can afford is London's 

reputation for integrity and sound dealing. 



• 	The Government attaches the highest importance to 
effective supervision, investor protection and the 

energetic prosecution of fraud. 

On fraud, as the Home Secretary recently announced, 

the Government has decided to accept most of the 

Roskill Committee's recommendations, including the 

creation of a new Serious Fraud Office. The new 

office will build on the experience gained in 

running the Fraud Investigation Group, which I 

announced two years ago. It will house a team with 

expertise in tackling the most serious and complex 

cases, taking them all the way through from 

investigation to prosecution. 

Its creation will mark a major advance in the battle 

against fraud. 

I am confident too that the new legislation we are 

in the process of putting on the Statute Book will 

provide a greatly improved framework for regulating 

financial services, capable of providing clear 

ground rules, while retaining the flexibility 

needed to keep pace with changing market structures. 

The Building Societies' Act has already received 

Royal Assent and comes into force on 1 January next 

year. 



110 	The Financial Services Bill is now passing through 
its final Parliamentary stages. 	The task of 

providing a comprehensive framework for investment 

business of all kinds has been little short of 

Herculean. But the next step is no less demanding: 

to get the new systems up and running with the 

minimum of delay  -  and to make sure that they work. 

To complete the picture, the Bank of England has 

greatly increased the resources it devotes to 

banking supervision, and the new Board of Banking 

Supervision is already in operation. I hope shortly 

to introduce a new Bill to strengthen the statutory 

framework within which banking supervision is 

conducted. 

These arrangements will not, of course, operate in 

watertight compartments. Lead supervisors will be 

nominated 	for 	financial conglomerates, 	whose 

activities span several supervisory regimes. And 

close co-operation between supervisors will be 

needed, both to monitor the implementation of the 

new framework, and to ensure that it continues to 

reflect changing market activities. 

Of course I well understand the concern of those who 

argue that regulation imposes economic costs; and 

who point to the risk that, by insisting on high 

standards here, we will put ourselves at a 



110 	competitive disadvantage relative to centres with 
laxer regimes - leading to a new version of 

Gresham's law, with badly supervised centres 

gaining at the expense of the well supervised. 

So far I see no sign of a competition in laxity of 

this kind. Indeed there is increasing recognition 

in all major financial centres that a competitive 

bidding down of regulatory standards would be in no-

one's interest. 

But the rapid pace of change in financial markets 

makes it impossible - and unwise - to be 

complacent. 

All supervisors - in securities as well as in 

banking - and particularly those in the major 

financial centres, must always put international 

co-operation high on their list of priorities. 

The harmonisation of regulatory standards raises 

formidable conceptual as well as practical 

problems. But there can be no dodging the issue: 

that must be our ultimate goal. 

Effective investor protection is all the more 

important given the Government's commitment to 

popular capitalism. 



• 	
Over the past 7 years more and more families have 

felt able to increase their ownership of assets 

beyond their own homes. Even before the TSB 

flotation, the number of individual shareholders 

had doubled since 1979. The biggest single step was 

the privatisation of British Telecom, a company 

which still retains over 2 million shareholders two 

years on. More recently the TSB - albeit something 

of a special case - has started life as a quoted 

company with no fewer than 3 million shareholders. 

These are figures on a scale never previously 

thought possible. 

The PEP scheme which I introduced in my last Budget 

offers a further opportunity to increase the number 

of individual shareholders. With the enthusiastic 

co-operation of a number of institutions, including 

the Stock Exchange and some of the clearing banks 

and building societies, the details of this scheme 

are now virtually finalised, and I hope to lay the 

necessary regulations before Parliament in the very 

near future in good time for the scheme to start as 

planned next January. 

This popular enthusiasm for share ownership comes at 

a time when new technology should offer increasing 

scope for cutting costs on small share deals. So 

there is at last a real prospect for reversing the 

long-term trend to ever-increasing institutional 

ownership of British industry. 



411 	I hope industry for its part will in its own 
long-term interest give a positive welcome to the 

growing number of small shareholders - even if it 

involves them in some extra costs. 
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Mansion House Speech, which the Chancellor will be delivering 
tomorrow evening. Please could you let me have any comments 
as soon as possible. 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

[Introduction to come.] 

Big Bang 

Big Bang, and all it stands for, is above all a 

response to intense international competitive 

pressures. Deregulation and new technology have 

transformed financial markets worldwide. The major 

financial centres are fast becoming part of a global 

market in which innovation is a way of life, and 

traditional distinctions, between national and 

international markets, and between different kinds 

of financial institutions, are becoming 

increasingly blurred. 

Few sectors of the British economy have had to move 

so far or so fast to stay ahead of the international 

game. Supposedly fusty, City institutions have 

shown a capacity for radical long-term thinking that 

the rest of British industry might do well to 

emulate. 

A fair share of the credit for all this must go to 

Nicholas Goodison and his team, for their far 

sighted leadership. 

1 



The Government has had to move swiftly too. 

Constructing a credible regulatory framework, 

flexible enough to cope with continuing change, has 

already absorbed an immense amount of legislative 

time and effort. 

No-one here tonight needs reminding that the Big 

Bang is only a beginning. Indeed, I look foLward to 

giving a progress report at this occasion next year. 

Meanwhile, the proposal to merge ISRO and the Stock 

Exchange, and to create an International Stock 

Exchange in London, could mark a further important 

step towards integrating domestic and international 

securities markets. 

Major 	challenges 	lie 	ahead 	for 	everyone 

concerned - for the new self regulatory bodies and 

the authorities as well as for market practitioners. 

A great prize is within our grasp, if we can rise to 

these challenges. The chance to make London the 

undisputed financial capital not just of Europe, but 

of the world too. 

A thriving financial sector is crucial to the 

success of any free enterprise economy. But what we 

have here in London is much more: a national asset 

of enormous potential, whose success will bring 

great benefits to the whole country. 



111 	Borrowers and lenders alike stand to gain from the 
development of more efficient capital markets. The 

Government - and the taxpayer - have an obvious 

interest in a more liquid gilt-edged market, which 

will allow the PSBR to be funded on finer terms. 

Last but by no means least, a more vigorous capital 

market will expand the range of possibilities for 

industry too, enabling companies to tap new sources 

of funds: to hedge a wider variety of risks, 

through new markets in futures, options and swaps: 

and to finance investment and expansion through new 

instruments capable of meeting an increasing range 

of individual needs. 

The City is the heart of one of Britain's fastest 

growing and most successful industries, with an 

impressive record in creating new jobs. Financial 

and business services now employ 2 million 

people - a 15 per cent increase on 1979. 

London's success will generate new ideas and 

opportunities whose influence will be felt far 

beyond the Square Mile, to the ultimate benefit of 

smaller companies and private investors who have no 

aspirations to dabble in international capital 

markets. 



* 	Of course, competition and change carry high risks 
as well as high rewards - not least for those 

individuals whose telephone-number salaries have 

attracted so much attention. 

Inevitably, the new climate will prove too bracing 

for some. 

But I do not share the pessimism of those who fear 

that British players will account for a 

disproportionate share of the casualties. However 

level the playing field, the home team is not 

without its advantages. British firms have moved 

swiftly to attract new capital. And I am encouraged 

by the knowledge that London survived as a major 

financial centre through four decades of exchange 

controls partly because, in the areas where British 

firms were free to compete internationally - such 

as insurance and foreign currency business - they 

did so successfully against all comers. 

We have made it clear, too, that while we welcome 

those of all nations in the City of London, the 

Government is committed to obtaining reciprocal 

treatment for British firms in other financial 

centres. 



• 	In particular, my Ministerial colleagues and I have 
made this position clear to the Japanese authorities 

and I am pleased to say that in the past year or so 7 

UK houses have been granted licences to operate in 

Tokyo. More are in prospect. 

As a final sanction, the Government is taking 

statutory powers in the Financial Services Bill, 

which will shortly reach the Statute Book, to allow 

it to refuse to authorise, or indeed to remove 

authorisation from, any financial institutions, 

including banks, whose national authorities do not 

provide reciprocal facilities for British firms. 

That said, British players will certainly face stiff 

competition from some well capitalised and 

experienced foreign concerns. 

The first line of defence must always be sound 

management. There is no long-term advantage in the 

single minded pursuit of market share, at the 

expense of a prudent assessment of market 

opportunities and realistic pricing of risk. 

Let me add that the authorities are alert to the 

risk that predatory pricing could erode the benefits 

of the increased competition we seek. I have to say 

that whatever the short-run benefits to the 

consumer, such practices are ultimately anti- 



111 	
competitive and potentially destabilising for the 

system as a whole. 

That is not to deny that there may be occasional 

failures: of course there will be. It is not the 

Government's job to prevent financial companies 

from going out of business, though the Government 

has a clear responsibility to minimise the risk of 

their customers being dragged down with them. 

The Government also has a duty to maintain the 

soundness and integrity of the financial system as a 

whole. But the private sector has a part to play 

too. I am in no doubt that the system will be 

better able to weather the occasional storm if those 

who profit from freer markets take the opportunity 

to strengthen their capital base. 

The banking system's experience with sovereign debt 

in the 1970s is instructive. Banks have made 

considerable and necessary progress in increasing 

their capital ratios since 1982. But other 

financial institutions might usefully consider 

whether this episode holds lessons for them too. 

Regulation 

One casualty no-one can afford is London's 

reputation for integrity and sound dealing. 



The Government attaches the highest importance to 

effective supervision, investor protection and the 

energetic prosecution of fraud. 

On fraud, as the Home Secretary recently announced, 

the Government has decided to accept most of the 

Roskill Committee's recommendations, including the 

creation of a new Serious Fraud Office. The new 

office will build on the experience gained in 

running the Fraud Investigation Group, which I 

announced two years ago. It will house a team with 

expertise in tackling the most serious and complex 

cases, taking them all the way through from 

investigation to prosecution. 

Its creation will mark a major advance in the battle 

against fraud. 

I am confident too that the new legislation we are 

in the process of putting on the Statute Book will 

provide a greatly improved framework for regulating 

financial services, capable of providing clear 

ground rules, while retaining the flexibility 

needed to keep pace with changing market structures. 

The Building Societies' Act has already received 

Royal Assent and comes into force on 1 January next 

year. 



• 	The Financial Services Bill is now passing through 
its final Parliamentary stages. 	The task of 

providing a comprehensive framework for investment 

business of all kinds has been liLLle short of 

Herculean. But the next step is no less demanding: 

to get the new systems up and running with the 

minimum of delay - and to make sure that they work. 

To complete the picture, the Bank of England has 

greatly increased the resources it devotes to 

banking supervision, and the new Board of Banking 

Supervision is already in operation. I hope shortly 

to introduce a new Bill to strengthen the statutory 

framework within which banking supervision is 

conducted. 

These arrangements will not, of course, operate in 

watertight compartments. Lead supervisors will be 

nominated 	for 	financial conglomerates, 	whose 

activities span several supervisory regimes. And 

close co-operation between supervisors will be 

needed, both to monitor the implementation of the 

new framework, and to ensure that it continues to 

reflect changing market activities. 

Of course I well understand the concern of those who 

argue that regulation imposes economic costs; and 

who point to the risk that, by insisting on high 

standards here, we will put ourselves at a 



competitive disadvantage relative to centres with 

laxer regimes - leading to a new version of 

Gresham's law, with badly supervised centres 

gaining at the expense of the well supervised. 

So far I see no sign of a competition in laxity of 

this kind. Indeed there is increasing recognition 

in all major financial centres that a competitive 

bidding down of regulatory standards would be in no-

one's interest. 

But the rapid pace of change in financial markets 

makes it impossible - and unwise - to be 

complacent. 

All supervisors - in securities as well as in 

banking - and particularly those in the major 

financial centres, must always put international 

co-operation high on their list of priorities. 

The harmonisation of regulatory standards raises 

formidable conceptual as well as practical 

problems. But there can be no dodging the issue: 

that must be our ultimate goal. 

Effective investor protection is all the more 

important given the Government's commitment to 

popular capitalism. 



Over the past 7 years more and more families have 

felt able to increase their ownership of assets 

beyond their own homes. Even before the TSB 

flotation, the number of individual shareholders 

had doubled since 1979. The biggest single step was 

the privatisation of British Telecom, a company 

which still retains over 2 million shareholders two 

years on. More recently the TSB - albeit something 

of a special case - has started life as a quoted 

company with no fewer than 3 million shareholders. 

These are figures on a scale never previously 

thought possible. 

The PEP scheme which I introduced in my last Budget 

offers a further opportunity to increase the number 

of individual shareholders. With the enthusiastic 

co-operation of a number of institutions, including 

the Stock Exchange and some of the clearing banks 

and building societies, the details of this scheme 

are now virtually finalised, and I hope to lay the 

necessary regulations before Parliament in the very 

near future in good time for the scheme to start as 

planned next January. 

This popular enthusiasm for share ownership comes at 

a time when new technology should offer increasing 

scope for cutting costs on small share deals. C .-. 

there is at last a real prospect for reversing the 

long-term trend to ever-increasing institutional 

ownership of British industry. 



I hope industry for its part will in its own 

long-term interest give a positive welcome to the 

growing number of small shareholders - even if it 

involves them in some extra coots. 
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GOVERNOR'S MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

I see that paragraph 3 of the latest draft of the Governor's 

speech still includes the suggestion that the fall in sterling 

has gone "beyond the point at which the dangers of renewed 

inflation can be ignored". 

I still think this is dangerous. 	It could all too easily 

be interpreted as meaning that we want the exchange rate to rise 

- just the message we do not  want to foster just at present. 

For if the market thought that Tuesday's rise in interest rates 

was designed to raise the exchange rate then it would be a very 

natural supposition that, since the exchange rate has not risen 

very much, a further rise in interest rates is in the offing. 

At a minimum, could we suggest either deleting the words quoted 

above; or adding a further sentence after the sentence that says 

"This is not to say that renewed inflation is unavoidable" on 

the following lines:- 

"Indeed, it was to avoid the risk of renewed inflationary 

pressures that interest rates were raised by 1% earlier 

this week, to compensate for the relaxation in monetary 

conditions that the lower exchange rate would otherwise 

have indicated." 

k." 
D L C PERETZ 



Speech given by 

ROBIN LEIGH-PEMBERTON 
GOVERNOR OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND 

at the Lord Mayor's Dinner for 
the Bankers and Merchants of the City of London 

on Thursday 16 October 1986 



1 	This is an occasion for looking back with the outgoing Lord 
Mayor as well as looking forward, as to varying degrees the 
financial markets always do. 	As the Big Bang approaches our 
forward agenda is more than usually full; and I shall turn in a 
moment to some of the competitive and regulatory issues that we 
still tace. 	But the past 12 months have been eventful too. 
spoke here last year fresh from the Plaza meeting at which the 
Governments and Central Banks of the Group of 5 countries 
undertook to concert their efforts to bring about a substantial 
realignment of the dollar. 	I doubt whether any of us present at 
that meeting expected to see, over the following 12 months, a 
further 20% fall in the dollar combined with a simultaneous 
decline in dollar interest rates: this was, in last year's 
language, a soft landing indeed. 	It was made possible by the 
disinflationary impulse of a halving, in dollar terms, of oil 
prices. 

2 	What the fall in the oil price has not done, contrary to some 
expectations, is to prompt a sudden burst of non-inflationary 
growth - the obverse of the stagflation which followed the oil 
price rises in the 1970s. 	The fact is that all such shocks are 
initially deflationary - not only because losers adjust more 
quickly than gainers, but also as a result of the uncertainties 
that they breed, not least among financial intermediaries. 
Nonetheless the oil consumers of the world have benefitted from an 
increase in real income which will stimulate their demand for 
other goods, and we are now seeing this in the major industrial 
economies. 

3 	In the United Kingdom, much attention has been focussed on 
the exchange rate. With lower oil prices we needed the prospect 
of an improving non-oil trade balance. 	But thanks to lower oil 
prices the exchange rate change that has occurred, and which is 
fully sufficient to effect the necessary current account 
adjustment, need not add to the risk of renewed inflation. 	In 
the past, however, our competitive position has been eroded by 
failure to contain cost increases, so much depends on wages. 	Our 
performance to date on productivity comes nowhere near to 
warranting the 4-5% annual growth in real income implied by the 
recent gap between the growth in overall earnings ahd retail 
prices. 	Room does exist for some rise in living standards, but 
we should not forget past experience of too rapid a rise in 
consumption all too easily leading to growing trade deficits. 
Part of the solution must be a sharp reduction in the general 



2 

level of pay settlements. 	Recent indications offer some hope, 
but settlements averaging 5 1/2% are no lower than in 1983 when 
inflation was nearly 5%, or twice its present level. 

4 	Monetary policy cannot directly reduce the rise in labour 
costs; nor, more generally, can it bring about the improvements 
in industrial innovation and efficiency which are needed to take 
advantage of the opportunities now available to British producers 
in world markets. The role of monetary policy is progressively to 
squeeze out inflation, and the major economic distortions to which 
it gives rise, as an essential precondition for any sustained 
expansion in activity and employment. That has been our 
consistent aim over many years, and we have had a considerable 
measure of success. We are determined to ensure that this 
monetary discipline is maintained. The difficulties we are 
encountering in operating in turbulent markets, and at a time of 
rapid financial change, will not be allowed to jeopardise that 
fundamental long-term objective. 

5 Our problems in pursuing monetary targetry in present 
conditions are not new, and, although currently more severe than 
elsewhere, they are by no means unique to this country. Monetary 
targets, whether broad or narrow, are being overshot in the United 
States and even in Germany and Japan. 	Narrow aggregates tend to 
be sensitive to nominal interest rates. 	These have fallen last 
year, reducing the cost of holding narrow money. 	Inflation has 
fallen too, indeed faster in the UK, so that real interest rates 
remain higher everywhere than in the 1970s. 	This is particularly 
true in the UK where it contributes to growth in demand for broad 
money. 

6 In our own case MO, although still within its target band, has 
shown some recent acceleration and the target aggregate for 
broader money, EM3, has been growing for much of the last year 
well above its target range. One factor which has rendered the 
growth of EM3 more erratic than that of other aggregates is the 
process of financial change and in particular its sensitivity to 
the ebb and flow of the competition between banks and building 
societies. 	EM3 is related to bank intermediation. If this 
expands at the expense of other intermediaries, money may grow 
without either total liquidity or total credit expanding as 
much. 	Even so, liquidity and credit have in fact been growing 
uncomfortably fast and markets have not failed to perceive this. 

7 	Recently there has been heavy speculation against sterling at 
a time of particular uncertainty about the outcome of meetings 
relating to interest rates abroad and oil prices. 	As in January 
we have refused to be rushed into hasty policy decisions by this 
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period of market turbulence, and have acted to moderate the more 
erratic movements in both the domestic and foreign exchange 
markets. 	But it would be a great mistake to interpret this 
determination not to be swept off one's feet in the short run as a 
reluctance to take necessary action at the appropriate moment - as 
our action on Tuesday showed. 	Markets deliver important 
signals; but they also generate a degree of hubbub and it may 
take time to distinguish the true signal as it emerges from the 
noise. 

8 My Lord Mayor, great changes in the City are to take place this 
month: after three years of preparation the reforms known as the 
Big Bang are about to be implemented. 	They are the largest 
changes to have taken place in the City in the lifetimes of anyone 
present tonight, and represent a triumph of adaptability and 
vision on the part of the old and the new members of the Stock 
Exchange who have embraced reform so positively. 

9 	These developments in the way in which business is done and in 
the membership rules of the Stock Exchange were of course quite 
deliberately intended to open up the market to competition. 
There is every sign that they have succeeded in releasing a great 
burst of energy and talent, not only in the Stock Exchange but in 
many other financial markets. 	All this is very healthy and 
welcome, but we need to keep in mind that competition brings risks 
as well as benefits and can be a destructive as well as a 
constructive force. 	Regulation is being modified to accommodate 
and promote competition, and to ensure that markets are well 
conducted and investors reasonably protected. 	Of course, some 
firms may overreach themselves. 	There may be losses, and it is 
possible that some of the participants in these highly competitive 
markets will eventually withdraw. 	No one should regard that as a 
failure of the new system. 	There are clear limits to the extent 
to which regulators of any kind can or should influence the 
conduct of business. 

10 Consequently it will be vital for all market participants to 
exercise a degree of restraint. 	Market-makers and broker-dealers 
will naturally strive to secure a market share which will support 
the capital committed to their business. But if this leads to 
excessive margin-cutting, they will store up trouble for 
themselves. 	Again, if market share is acquired aggressively 
through predatory pricing, it could work, in the longer run, to 
undermine the increased competition that we have striven to 
introduce. 	Similarly, I should like to see institutional 
investors recognise their interest in being able to deal with a 
wide array of soundly-based intermediaries, and I hope that they 
will exercise restraint on their use of their bargaining power. 
I hope also that we will continue to avoid levels of gearing in 
the corporate sector as a whole which, although perhaps acceptable 
in favourable conditions, could prove to be seriously 
destabilising when times become harder. 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

The statement on page 9 that for some years now there has been 

a declining ratio of national debt to national income is not 

borne out by the most readily available statistics. 

These show that the ratio, after falling steeply in the years 

of high inflation, has been broadly flat since then. 

Indeed the charts published in the BEQB, latest versions 

attached, suggest a gently rising trend for national debt in 

recent years - though a broadly flat trend for public debt. 

It would be safer to omit the whole sentence. The only version 

that would fit the figures is a weaker one, perhaps making 

a favourable international comparison: 

"And this is in a context in which the pnited Kingdom, 

unlike many other countries, has et"'S -e 
	 •  _ 

abrofit ratio of public debt to national incom 

F CASSELL 
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MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

RA 
[Introduction to come.] 

A fair share of the credit for all this must go to 

VRS 10,1\i OF / 	
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Big Bang 

Big Bang, and all it stands for, is above all a 

response to intense international competitive 

pressures. Deregulation and new technology have 

transformed financial markets worldwide. The major 

financial centres are fast becoming part of a global 

market in which innovation is a way of life, and 

traditional distinctions, between national and 

international markets, and between different kinds 

of financial institutions, are becoming 

increasingly blurred. 

Few sectors of the British economy have had to move 

so far or so fast to stay ahead of the international 

Nicholas Goodison and his team, for their far 

sighted leadership.  /17,1,4 	mott  ?MA.) 	A & 	/t4 tes% 

401  L tolf VLA. y- 
7arr"- 	UlLs- t' 00-4e, 
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The Government has had to move swiftly too. 

Constructing a credible regulatory framework, 

flexible enough to cope with continuing change, has 

already absorbed an immense amount of legislative 

time and effort. 

No-one here tonight needs reminding that the Big 
Si-c. 

Bany is only a beginning. 

Meanwhile, the proposa to merge ISRO and the S 

Exchange, and to create 	I ternationa Stock 

Exchange in 	ndon, co d mark a fur 	r important 

step to 	ds integrati g domest 	and international 

sec ities markets. 

Major 	chal 	ges 	lies ahead 	for 	everyone 

concern 	for the new self regulatory bodies and 

th authorities as well as for market practitioners. 

	

great prize is within our grasp, 	we can rise to 

make L 	on the,--"/  

of Europe, but 

A thriving financial sector is crucial to the 

success of any free enterprise economy. But what we 

have here in London is much morel a national asset 

of enormous potential, whose success will bring 

great benefits to the whole country. 

2 



• Borrowers and lenders alike 	and to gain from the 

development of more effioient capital markets. The 

Government - and the taxpayer - have an obvious 

interest in a more liquid gilt-edged market, which 

will allow the PSBR to be funded on finer terms. 

Last but by no means least, a more vigorous capital 

market will expand\the range of possibilities for 

industry too, enabling companies to tap new sources 

of funds: to hed a wider variety of risks, 

through new markets futures, options and swaps: 

and to finance investment and expansion through new 

instruments capable of meeting an increasing range 

of individual needs. 

The City is the heart of one of Britain's fastest 

growing and most successful industries, with an 

impressive record in creating net jobs. Financial 

and business services now employ 2 million 

people - a 15 per cent increase on 979. 

  

London  /s  success will generate new ideas and 
oppor. unities whose influence w'll be felt far 

bey nd the Square Mile, o the ltimate benefit of 

s her companies and private investors who have no 

spirations to dabble in international capital 

markets. 
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1 e-r- 	Ifr 	• itp 

Of course, competition and change carry high risks 

as well as high rewards - not least for those 

individuals whose telephone-number salaries have 

attracted so much attention. 

Inevitably, the new climate will prove too bracing 

for some. 

rkevAt„Ctri_) 
4imicI  do not share the pessimism of those who fear 

that British players will account for a 

disproportionate share of the casualties. However 

level the playing field, the home team is not 

without its advantages. British firms have moved 

swiftly to attract new capital. And I am encouraged 

by the knowledge that London survived as a major 

financial centre through four decades of exchange 

controls partly because, in the areas where British 

firms were free to compete internationally - such 

as insurance and foreign currency business - they 

did so successfully against all comers. 

We have made it clear, too, that while we welcome 

those of all nations in the City of London, the 

Government is committed to obtaining reciprocal 

treatment for British firms in other financial 

centres. 

• 
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provide reciprocal facilities for British firms. 

That said, British players will certainly face stiff 

competition from some well capitalised 

experienced foreign concerns. 

In particular, my Ministerial colleagues and I have 

made this position clear to the Japanese authorities 

and I am pleased to say that in the past year or so  

houses have been granted licences to operate in 

Tokyo. More are in  palikediegtitar  114  Ty4kJ" 

OWN OVIN,..-4* 
As 	 sanction, the Government is taking 

statutory powers in the Financial Services Bill 

V.+ 

  ...ttr. ..e.-13e.e4. 4.7  to allow 
fuskwa; 0, ev6^ 

it to refuse to authorise, or  4Rdesd  o remove 

authorisation any financial institutions, 

including banks, whose national authorities do not 

The first line of defence 	St always be sound 

management. There i5,-/to 1ong 7 t rm advantage in the 

single minde pursuit of ma ket share, at the 

expense of a prudent assessment of market 

pportunities and realistic pricing of risk. 

---) 

Let me—add thathe authorities are alert to the 
<4 	 e/lio) 

risk that predatory pricing could erode the benefits 

of the increased competition we seek. 	say 

hatever the short-run benefits to the 

consumer, such practices are ultimately anti- 

5 



competitive and potentially destabilising for the 

system as a whole. 

Th 	is not to deny that here ay be oc 	iona 

course t 	e wi 

Government's job to prevent financial companies 

from going out of business, though the Government 

has a clear responsibility to minimise the risk of 

their customers being dragged down with them. 

ment also has a duty to maintain th OV 

d 	tegr 	of h anci 1 es 

(  2  M  am in no doubt that the system will be better able to weather the occasional storm if those 

who profit from freer markets take the opportunity 

to strengthen their capital base. 

The banking system's experience with sovereign debt 

in the 1970s is instructive. Banks have made 

considerable and necessary progress in increasing 

their capital ratios since 1982.  AIR  Other 
financial institutions might usefully consider 

whether this episode holds lessons for them too. 

Regulation 

One casualty no-one can afford is London's 

reputation for integrity and sound dealing. 

6 



The Government attaches the highest importance to 

effective supervision, investor protection and the 

energetic prosecution of fraud. 

tvir- 
s the Home Secretary recently announced, 

the Government has decided to accept most of the 
at.. 

Roskill Committee's recommendations including the 

\‘ 	 
creation of a new Serious Fraud  Officej  The new 

office will build on the experience gained in 

running the Fraud Investigation Group, h ch I 

announced two years ago. 	t ill house a am with 

expertise in tackling e most serious d complex 

cases, taking them all the way through from 

investigation to prose ution. 

Its creation will mark a majo advance in the battle 

against fraud. 

I am confident too 	t the ew legislation we are 

in the process of 	tting on t c Statute Book will 

provide a greatl improved rrame ork for regulating 

financial ser ices, capa le o 	providing clear 

ground rul 	while re aining the flexibility 

needed to eep pace with c angi market structures. 
020- 

The B ilding Societies' Act has already received 

Roy Assent and comes into force on 1 January next 

y ar. 
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- 	v 	a 
providing1 a  comprehensive framework for investment 

business of all kinds has been little short of 

Herculean. But the next step is no less demanding: 

Lo yeL Lhe new systems up and running with the 

minimum of delay - and to make sure that they work. 

Pk- 
coffiple#9 tho 	the Bank of England has 

greatly increased the resources it devotes to 

banking supervision, and the new Board of Banking 

Supervision is already in operation. I hope shortly 

to introduce a new Bill to strengthen the statutory 

framework within which banking supervision is 

conducted. 

1-4)- 	
aciz 

Thica.r;ye  arrangementsf will not, of course, operate in 

watertight compartments. Lead supervisors will be 

nominated 	for 	financial conglomerates, 	whose 

activities span several supervisory regimes. And 

close co-operation between supervisors will be 

needed, both to monitor the implementation of the 

new framework, and to ensure that it continues to 

reflect changing market activities. 

Of course I well understand the concern of those who 

argue that regulation imposes economic costs; and 

who point to the risk that, by insisting on high 

standards here, we will put ourselves at a 

i t The task of 
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competitive disadvantage relative to centres with 

laxer regimes - leading to a new version of 

Gresham's law, with badly supervised centres 

gaining at the expense of the well supervised. 

So far I see no sign of a competition in laxity 

this kind. Indeed the  1 ( 	increasing re gnition 

in all major financia centres tha,te 	competitive 

bidding down of regulato y sta ards would be in no-

one's interest. 

But the rapd pace of c ang in financial markets 

makes 	it 	impossible 	 unwise - to 	be 

.1e6mplacent. 

CAll  supervisors - in securities as well as in 

banking - and particularly those in the major 

financial centres, must  ailimegic  put international 
ytt 

co-operafiblhign on their list of priorities. 

The harmonisation of regulatory standards raises 

formidable conceptual as well as practical 

problems. But there can be no dodging the issue: 

that must be our ultimate goal. 

r-r:Ntatm,  
Effective investor protection is all the more 

important given the Government's commitment to 

popular capitalism. 

and 



b 61,  
the clearing banks 

the details of this scheme 

Over the past 7 years more and more families have 

felt able to increase their ownership of assets 

beyond their own homes. Even before the TSB 

flotation, the number of individual shareholders 

had doubled since 1979. The biggest single step was 

the privatisation of British Telecom, a company 
SirmE. 	 11,)-1\1A 

which still retains  •mmmet  2 millio 	areholders two 

years on. More recently the TSB - albeit something 

of a special case - has started life as a quoted 

company with no  fewgil,,,t1.1an,„1  milli n shareholders  CfWev  11'4 
(AAA,  haw ntor 

"0  These are figures on a scale ne r previously 

thought possible. 

et---   
The  1116c-sheme  which I introdu ed in my last Budget 

-React. 
offe5s a further 

- j'.- 

 
irwirElm■- 

TRel'i'v44141.a-l—edrarret-611"-rs7  With the  erathuslaa+4c 

co-operation 

the Stock Exchange and 
AU, WAKVlYettkA 

are now  *44.4fte+4
( 

1,  finalised, and I  Wó  
VINPA ITI  ("1) 2 

the 

necessary regulations before Parliament  in 	thc very 
ItIlka  /1st ASS4'‘^^VA"  ■ 	'N 

d time for the scheme to start as 

planned next January. 

This popular enthusiasm for share ownership comes at 

a time when new technology should offer increasing 

scope for cutting costs on small share deals. So 

there is at last a real prospect for reversing the 

long-term trend to ever-increasing institutional 

ownership of British industry. 

and 

A.10 
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I hope industry for its part will in its own 

long-term interest give a positive welcome to the 

growing number of small shareholders - even if it 

involves them in some extra cosLs. 

• 



Monetary Policy 

On this august occasion, last year, I set out our 

financial strategy in the clearest terms. In April 

of this year, In the wake  of  *he-Budget in a speech 

to the Lombard Association, I explained- -at 

oehe4dereh4T-greater  length, and very fully, how, in 

the context of that strategy, monetary policy - and 

also fiscal policy, but in particular monetary 

policy - is conducted. 

Since both the strategy and the implementation of 

policy in the context of that strategy remain 

precisely as I set out in those two speech, you 

will be glad to know that I do not propose to weary 

you by repeating it yet again tonight. 

7(kak 	/  

(-Those who still complain of being confused - and 

judging by what they write, some are indeed confused, 

are either simply complaining that the world is a 

complicated place, which sadly is all too true, and 

is something Lhat all of us have to come to terms 

with; or else they are so wedded to confusion that 

it would be grossly improper to try and separate 

them from it. 

So let me merely say a brief word or two about the 

rise in short term interest rates I decided to bring 

about earlier this week. 



As today's figures for the PSBR for September and 

thus for the first 6 months of the financial year 

have shown, public borrowing is broadly on track. 

And this is in thc context of what has for some 

years now been a declining ratio of national debt to 

national income. 

But I judged that monetary conditions had become 

111:1 and needed to be tightened. Amorreat 
—74n w* 

s4,6k 

• 

somewhat 

lika,m9ney  and credit, 
a441-11-.1 A6, 

V1040401- el*, o 	6"pi..41.As-11r 	OML- peli-.t 
erlee  remains 	below the comparable figure in the 

United States. 

VCWL ft-, 
personal debt to personal incom 	i.Lta  this  olimmal 

61)  1)0^ 	
) 

personal debt ratio has been Matched by a similar 	gre4.0. Ts- 
Ir am"ert../4-• 

growth in personal holdings  • 	gui assets,  amd 	bt%* 

1‘.• (144"" 
.14:1 

6J1,1 

e- lAi.k:71-/"Lr 	 colu 
le-ael-i-rm  to a steady increase in 	e ratio of 

avrio• 

growth of broad 
Celle e-er‘ 

1-icst"; 

e61111,,.„ 11-1 14"  
?4"...01 

Sod—to Peisca44,  this on its own would not have given 

any=4.421for4444:;)  But what could not be ignored 

was that more reliable indicators,, such as narrow 

money, as measured by MO, and he exchange rate, 

were indicating an easing of monetary conditions. 

Given the precipitate collapse of the oil price, it 

was inevitable and indeed necessary that the 

exchange rate should fall so as to enable - after 



the inevitable delay known as the J curve -non-oil 

exports to rise to offset at least the greater part 

of the fall in oil export revenues. 

But litegit.eTrky=mme there limits to the necessary and 

desirable extent of that fa o  ----448—etip n  134a
VA
4 	

i
re  

AKAA.Ar.wAz,22)  

-the same time, the growth of MO, although well 

within its target range, was edging upwards, and in 

all the circumstances I judged it desirable to seek 

to bring it back towards the centre of the range. 

1 
In other words, It was nedssary, in order to 

maintain the financial strategy on track, to raise 

interest rates. 

tr•-10-  
There 	those who delight in depicting the level 

of short-term interest rates as the outcome of a 

constant epic struggle between the Chancellor, 

always seeking to bring interest rates down, and the 

markets, ever seeking to push them  vTIVe \firsAceeL 

I have to confess that I find this picture a trifle 

fanciful. 

Short-term interest rates, as I pointed out in my 

Lombard Speech, are the essential instrument$ of 

monetary policy. 

eeett-r-r-eftee-4mm—t77-bs- taken into accound.- 
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Thus my objective has to be to keep them t whatever 

level is necessary to produce monetary conditions 

that bear down on inflation. 

In current circumstances, I judged that this 

required a rise of 1 per cent to 11 per cent, giving 

a margin of [6 per cent] over equivalent dollar 

rates and implying something like [71 per cent] in 

real terms. 

Given this assessment, to have moved in the fevered 

and turbulent market market atmosphere of the 

fortnight that followed the Washington meetings 

would not have been sensible. It would inevitably 

have meant a rise of 2 per cent, as indeed the press 

were predicting at the time, which would have been 

excessive. And I have no more wish to see monetary 

conditions too tight than I have to see them too 

lax. 

It therefore seemed sensible to wait until calm had 

been restored to the markets, and then make the 

appropriate move. Which is what duly took place. 

w- 
There are, inevitably, th 	who doubt our resolye  

-tulk 	ef- I  to stop there. They oubted it in JanuarY, when we 
4,,,,v-Kataxy umitt:c0„4 

Lczt 	similarly raised inte 	t rates by 1 per cent. We 4 
Wi. W141-  declined th n--tO be buff4et d by every small puff of 

41.e.J* 1 tuwe-  \%4  
, and it is the sam today. 

ru0C-edoeul 

-vuont, c-01^4  

40,1>eir a. 1„wit,4 a( 	141' tart-y 

4421;:ve-i-eet low 	 tA;atv 	 rwliek 
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The Economy 

Since I spoke here last year, the world has been 

going through a difficult phase of adjusting to the 

major shifts in relative prices which have occurred 

over the past year or so. The dollar, commodity 

prices, and in particular the oil price have all 

changed by massive amounts. 

Elk tved,41/4, 	 Srv'm 0'A 
The initial effect has been to slow down/the growth 

41,1k 

•raame.es—rre—surprise.. (After  each of the massive oil 

price increases in the seventies, there was a delay 

of  alepiT(  months before output was  lies441147,e47 
ç. ftt 7  

affected.  42+m  benefits to economic activity from 
CAL-) 

cheaper oil are  (ñ 	beginning to emerges  afik  I  14114) 
CPC 	 A 	Sotiad 

 
dt..AJ 11-  

dkik 

of world activity. -should have 

tj  
ver the next year. 

As the fifth largest oil producing nation in the 

world the UK has been more affected than most by 

lower oil prices. But despite this the pattern of 

developments this year has been broadly in line with 

4=23t)  what I 	 at the time of the Budget. 



It,  

2. /1, 	?Lai a/471k- 
fivc..0 

Domestic demand has risen rapidly this year as 

expected. At the same time, inflation has i fallen 
-H,A,_ ,-r4r-cApv, 	 I ow (-I 	Ev a s 

sharply _ 

-and the lowest.  f
c_ 

 or nearly 20 years. Even excluding 

the effect of mortgage rates, which somewhat 

idiosyncratically we include in the Retail Price 

Index, inflation is now only a little above 3 per 

cent,  4L.4^ tvt,11144-Ad 4 1' 41.441---j 
'.etvp, 	 01/1,- 	44.4 4- 

What has been disappointing is the growth of world 

trade, and thus of UK exports, particularly over the 

last quarter of last year and the first quarter of 

 
this. Imports to the indust alised countries have 

accelerated along with higher domestic demand but 

the oil and commodity producers have cut back their 

imports much faster than anticipated. 

As a result, after 5 years of steady growth of about 

3 per cent a year, overall UK output growth so far 

this year has been rather less than I envisaged at 

the time of the budget. But I do not expect that 

slower growth to cn inue for long and output growth 

next year should b aster than this year and faster 

than foreseen at the time of the Budget. Already 

there are encouraging signs. In particular, despite 

last month's freak figures, it is clear that exports 

have resumed the vigorous growth they showed before 

the pause began,  aud .11"-*Ar 6J7- 4"." 
0 	A_4 St •t—LI / / 4.90 /  AWL 

41114— 	t /U1  &eAffk% 4A—)  177k4 )24  4- 1.44_,R, 104_ 

looking ahead to 1987, while domestic demand is 

• 



likely to grow at about the same rate as this year, 

exports should continue the better performance of 

recent months  4404--44-4"1"—ittot* 

Following the exaggeratedly sha  •  fall id 

this year, it will be di ficult to avoid 	ome 

increase next year. 	Cle rly, we aree1rrently 

benefiting from the sharp All in th,..,61 price and 

most other commodities to an e ent that will not 

continue. 	But at the 	ame time inflationary 

expectations are bei 	ratch d own and I do not 

expect to see 	uch ch ge in the underlying 

inflation 	te in the onths im ediately ahead. 

Exclu 	g the mortgage ratm1-1---Aion will probably 

con inue to run at a little over 3 per cent. 

Finally, although it is never wise to draw too many 

conclusions from the outturn for a single month, it 

is encouraging that today's unemployment figures 

show the biggest fall since we first took office 

more than 7 years ago. Job vacancies, too, are at 

their highest level since 1979. And it bears 

repeating that since the last general election a 

million new jobs have been created, and total 

employment has risen for 13 successive 

quarters - the longest period of uninterrupted 

growth in employment this country has known for 

almost 30 years. 
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dustry and commerce too, 

markets. This mea 

we have 

.se 
wider 

lan. A d within that framework, 
br 

fil/to 

reduction,L tax reform, 

share ownerships  
avr."- 

long-ter 	o seize the opp 

for British firms 

eve lopment, 

need# to look jr  

tunities t 	

to 

are there 

compete in world 

more 

training, an.  -  more 

-headed approach to pay and costs. 

Conclusion 

One of the themes of my speech today has been the 

rapid changes in the world economy. Against this 

background, it is tempting to focus exclusively on 

short-term considerations. But the very fact of 

rapid change makes it all the more important to 

concentrate on objectives for the medium and long-

term, and how best to achieve them. 

As a Government, we have consistently sought to do 

just that. The kitedium4erm financial strategy has 

been, and will continue to be, a discipline for us, 

and a stable framework within which the private 

The events of the past year have once again revealed 

the underlying strength of the British economy. 

can assure you, my Lord Mayor, that I shall do all 

in my power to maintain the policies which brought 

about that strength. 

LI- 



sufficient given the prospects. 

SECRET 

Instead we waited for a period of calm. And then acted in line 

with the needs of our strategy. 

My judgement is this. Public borrowing, as today's figures 

show, is on track. Monetary conditions had however eased. 

A lot is said about broad money and credit, but this was 

not on its own a matter of serious concern. [The growth of broad 

money has not accelerated over the last few months. But more 

importantly] Financial liberalisation and changing habits have 

made these measures too difficult to read for the time being. 

The problem was that more reliable indicators such as MO 

and the exchange rate pointed to some countervailing adjustment 

in interest rates. 

It was of course inevitable - and right - that sterling 

should fall following the halving in the oil price. But sterling's 

decline had gone beyond the point where oil seemed to be the 

only factor at work. And in the light of this it was desirable 

to seek to bring the growth of MO, which is still in its target 

range, back towards the centre. 

I judge that interest rates of 11% at the short end, a margin 

of [7%] over dollar rates, and up to 8% in real terms are •u e 

56169-tlei)  

TLAA. 

the prospects are gopd. When I speak to you next year, 

though  4plimompl9e.o4  we shall 	seen more turbulence, we shall 

year 

economic growth/ 	flation 

C  And we shall be that much closer to the complete climination 
of inflation which is the ultimate objective of current policies. 

13./1 shall stick to present policies in the future as in the 

past. And I shall do so becatse they succeed. 

also have seen further successes) 

We sha I then 
S 
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FROM: P D P BARNES 
DATE: 	(C October 1986 

MR IIUDSON cc 	PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr Cassell 
Mrs Lomax 
Mr H P Evans 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Culpin 
Mr M Hall 
Mr Ilett 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 
PS/IR 
PS/C & E 
PS/Governor 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

The Economic Secretary has seen your minute of 15 October to 

Sir P Middleton. 

2. 	He has two comments on the Monetary Policy section:- 

At the end of the first complete paragraph on page 3 

to add "as a significant component of monetary 

conditions." 

At the beginning of the second paragraph on page 

4 after "in cuLienL ciLeumLances" Lo add "following 

the fall in the exchange rate." 

P D P BARNES 
Private Secretary 
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CONFIDENTIAL • 
FROM: P D P BARNES 
DATE: 	4, October 1986 

cc PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middlpton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr Cassell 
Mrs Lomax 
Mr Evans 
Mr Peretz 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Hall 
Mr Ilett 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 
PS/IR 
PS/C & E 
PS/Governor 
Mr Norgrove No. 10 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

The Economic Secretary has seen your minute to Sir P Middleton 

of 16 October, enclosing the final draft of the Mansion House 

Speech. 

2. 	The Economic Secretary thought that on page 10, paragraph 3, 

the sentence "but there are clearly limits to the necessary and 

desirable extent of that fall," could be interpreted as implying 

the existence of an exchange rate target. He suggests that this 

would be undesirable. 

P D P BARNES 
Private Secretary 
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Treasury Chambers, Parliament Street, SWIP ;3AG 
01-233 3000 

17 October 1986 

David Norgrove Esq 
10 Downing Street 
LONDON SW1 

04;4, 

MANSION HOUSE SPEECH 

I attach the final version of the Mansion House Speech, which the 
Chancellor delivered last night. 

I am copying this to Private Secretaries to Cabinet Ministers, 
Murdo MacLean (Chief Whip's office), and Trevor Woolley 
(Sir Robert Armstrong's office). 
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A P HUDSON 


